Resources for Youth Literacy: The Photography Project
Package Guide
Welcome! This package is divided into five sections:
1. Overview and Table of Contents
2. Research Summaries
3. Before You Start ...
4. Schedule and Learning Materials
5. Resources and Appendices
Use the following brief descriptions of sections 2-5 to determine what you need to read
before you begin planning and teaching your photography and literacy program.

2. Research Summaries
This section includes two summaries: one of the published research and one of our own
focus group research. Both are helpful contexts to understanding why Photography and
Literacy is a successful combination for youth-at-risk.

3. Before You Start…
This section includes :
• A synopsis of our experience teaching this program as a pilot project, including a
summary of the evaluation! satisfaction survey we used at the end of the pilot
• A brief Visual Arts Primer with common terms and definitions you might
encounter in teaching this photography program
• An equally brief Technical Requirements list, essential reading if you are
planning to use digital cameras!

4. Schedule and Learning Materials
This section includes a program schedule and all the learning materials and activity
sheets you will need to run a Literacy and Photography Project. The program is presented
as a four days a week, four hour schedule, over a four week period. The activity sheets
narned in the schedule are located in a folder at the end of each weekly section - no more
flipping through to find the correct sheets while planning out your week!

5. Resources and Appendices
This section includes a Resource List for photography related classroom materials, a
project Materials List, and the Appendices. The Appendices contain the advertisments for
the focus groups, photography consent forms, our pilot project recruitment advertisement,
and a template for advertising your Photography Project.
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Resources for Youth Literacy:
Project Overview
This project was designed to fill an identified gap in literacy programming in
the Simcoe County region and beyond. It has become evident in the past few years
that there has been a significant increase in the number of youth ages 16 to 24 years
who have left the school system. This is the target group for this project. Many of
these youth have not acquired the literacy skills necessary to obtain employment,
enter skilled trades programs, apprenticeships or return to school to obtain their
Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD).

The goals for this project were as follows:
♦ investigation into and summary of existing literature related to best practices
in youth literacy (print, web, and field visit research)
♦ development of objectives and key questions for focus groups from research
findings
♦ focus group consultation with target group youth, and youth service providers
throughout Simcoe County to determine the goals, aspirations, interests and
learning styles of youth-at-risk
♦ analysis and summary of focus group research, including results of a youth
learning activities interest rating scale
♦ formulation of a 4 week program (photography focus, as per results of focus
group research) as a framework for literacy learning, outreach, and referral for
at risk youth
♦ 4 week pilot project with 6 at-risk youth participants to test and revise learning
materials
♦ publishing of the research outcomes and a learning materials package for
distribution to literacy, youth and educational organizations throughout
Simcoe County, as well as Alpha Plus and the National Adult Literacy
Database.

Our research, gathered via field visits, print and web research, and focus groups with
at-risk youth and youth service providers, clearly indicated that many youth are
resistant to returning to learning because of a long history of negative school
experiences. Focus group responses have indicated that youth are most likely to return
to a literacy / upgrading

program with an arts-based focus, in an accepting and non-traditional atmosphere.
The experiences of other arts-based outreach and learning projects, (for example
Frontier College's Beat-the Streets photography and mural projects, and drama groups
with the Inner City Drama Association in Edmonton), have shown that creative
activities help learners who are "closed" out of self protection against repeated failure
to open up again, to begin to trust and share and process and thus to be more available
to learning opportunities in the future. Arts-based projects are ideal as outreach
tools for at-risk youth, to bring them back to learning and to provide
opportunities for referral to existing literacy and social support programs.
The youth-at-risk in our target groups indicated a clear, excited preference for
hands on, creative educational activities. Video making was the top choice for all
groups, with "draw/paint/create something" and "build something and write about
how you did it" as the second and third preferences. We have chosen photography for
phase one of the project because our 4-week pilot phase is too short for participants to
gain the technical skills involved in video making while still maintaining a literacy
focus.
We piloted the four-week photography / literacy project with 6 target group youth
from March 18 to April 12, 2002. Revisions to the model and activities were made
throughout the pilot. Thanks to the co-operation and support of The MacLaren Art
Centre in Barrie, Ontario, youth photographs were exhibited in a local gallery space.
The exhibition used youth-written descriptions of the project and their work as well as
youth written invitations to the opening. Counselling and referral were provided to
learners by the instructor and project co-ordinator throughout the pilot to increase
likelihood of further literacy / upgrading / skills training involvement.
Finally, we are excited to announce that a proposal to extend the project into Phase 2,
to develop a similar video-making model and accompanying learning activities, has
recently received funding from the National Literacy Secretariat, and will run from
July 2002 through November 2002. The resulting manual and learning materials
package will be distributed in December 2002.

RESEARCH SUMMARY:
How the Existing Research Impacted this Project
Introduction:
The primary goal of the Resources for Youth Literacy project was the development of
learning materials, based on youth and youth service provider feedback, for use in
literacy and upgrading programs with a youth-at-risk population. This review of the
existing research about youth literacy needs serves as the context for the process we
followed when consulting Simcoe County youth and youth service providers, and
developing the learning materials that are contained in this package.
Thirteen studies addressing youth literacy needs in Ontario were consulted. The
majority were accessed through AlphaPlus and the Youth Literacy Resource Kit; Burt
Perrin's Youth and Literacy Cluster Project (1998) was accessed through the NALD
web site, and Toronto ALFA's Youth of the Diaspora (Black Youth Literacy Project)
(1998 - in process) was consulted during a field visit to the ALF A centre. The focus
of most studies was to assess youth literacy needs and access barriers; most conclude
by suggesting that the next step is to develop learning materials that address these
identified needs and barriers - hence the mandate for this project!
This summary will offer a brief discussion of the print research in terms of the five
research objectives of the Simcoe County Youth Literacy Project:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Youth Learning Styles
Difficulties/Successes Encountered in Learning
Hobbies and Activities of the Target Group
Individual Goals and Objectives
Obstacles to Access and Possible Solutions.

But first, let's take a quick look at the general conclusions reached by the existing
research:
♦ youth prefer to work one-on-one or in very small groups
♦ learning activities should be practical and relevant to youths' lives, ideally
building on youth input
♦ curriculum materials need to be age and interest appropriate
♦ there are not enough youth-oriented literacy curriculum materials to meet
assessed needs

♦ adult literacy programs do not have the facilities/curriculum to capture
and hold interest of youth at risk
♦ particularly for the 16-19 year old subgroup, upgrading/ literacy work
should be in a neutral (non-school) setting
♦ youth at risk are a difficult group to reach and make a sustainable
connection with - programs need to recognize and work with trust
issues and relationship building.
♦ a holistic approach recognizes the learner's entire set of needs,
♦ and can address those needs either directly, or by referral and
communication with other youth service providers
♦ curriculum that involves a wide variety of learning styles/approaches is
most successful.

1)

Youth Learning Styles

Much of the existing research suggests that youth at risk prefer to learn by doing, with
hands on activities and the opportunity for repetition to ensure mastery. Most studies
consulted also note the importance of curriculum that allows youth to learn in a
variety of ways, particularly in small group settings, to ensure that the
teaching/facilitation meets the learning style of each participant. There were three
suggested learning style models, but the basic premise was the same; youth learn best
when activities involve physical action, mental rehearsal and repetition, reflection and
discussion, and application/creation.

Learning Style Models:
a) For participants in the Peterborough Native Youth Literacy Needs Project
(Powell, 1996), the Learning Medicine Wheel was the learning style model
employed. This aboriginal approach to learning is holistic, and involves the
physical, intuitive, relational and mental capacities of the student. While the
student is always to be considered as a whole, the report cites a number of
studies suggesting that "a large percentage of Natives have physical (learn by
doing) learning styles" that traditional teaching methods do not provide for.
Interestingly. when the gender and age of the youth in the Peterborough focus
groups was taken into account, the gender split showed that females preferred
to read and store information in memory, while males preferred hands-on
projects; the age split showed that 15 to 19 year old respondents preferred task
repetition while the 20-25 year olds preferred discussions. These results
underscore the need for a flexible curriculum incorporating the full range of
learning style.

b) Susan Henderson, in her report In Support of Youth at Risk (1996), suggests
the use of 4Mat, a learning-style model that identifies Collective, Reflecting,
Hands-On and Independent/Creative styles. 4Mat curriculum revolves around
a concept with personal meaning for learners. A "cycle of organized
experiences" is developed to reflect the four learning styles. In a large
classroom setting, this would mean that roughly 25% of all students' learning
styles are being addressed at a given moment. Within small group or
individualized learning, an activity appropriate to the individual's learning
style could be selected, so that while all members of the group are exploring
the same concept, each is working on an activity specific to their own style.
Henderson argues that teaching to learning styles "changes ... motivation
levels and self awareness ... [once youth] were made aware that their learning
style is okay".
c) The Youth of the Diaspora curriculum emphasizes the importance of visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic/tactile activities, and uses an Experiential Learning
and Social Investigation model, through which small groups of students
name, reflect and act on their own chosen themes and issues, and then 1)
experience the activity, 2) share, process and generalize from the experience,
and 3) apply the learning to other problems or issues. Experiential Learning
and Social Investigation is a useful model because it helps learners become
empowered through critical thinking about their own lives. The content is
highly relevant, and the active, experiencing focus of the curriculum allows
learners with limited literacy skills to understand and dissect abstract sociopolitical issues in a very hands on, concrete manner.

How does this research show itself in the Resources for Youth learning
materials?
In designing the learning materials for our "youth-at-risk" target group, I incorporated
a variety of learning styles into the activities, and have weighed the balance of the
activities towards hands on projects, particularly as this preference was again
indicated in our youth focus groups. The writing exercises included combine
practical, photography based research and writing, and experiential self-reflective
writing. Both are highly relevant areas for the youth participants in this program; the
photography research and writing allows learners to take responsibility for their own
inquiry into photography, while the self-reflective writing gives learners the chance to
develop stronger self-awareness and self-management skills.

2) Difficulties / Successes encountered in learning:
Negative school experiences were the most frequently cited difficulty for youth
returning to a learning environment. As Helen Campbell Murphy and Julie Cool
wrote, "teachers and teaching methods are what the youth disliked most about their
school years many of the youth ... expressed a great deal of anger toward past
teachers and the structure of the school system" (1991). Dr. Linda Jessup
found that "Dislike for School" was the most frequently cited barrier to literacy
participation in the 16-20 years of age group (1997). Most studies found that youth
learners were quick to express a dislike for school…but I think it is important to
consider the possible personal meanings embedded in a dislike for school. Such
“dislike” is formed by repeated negative experiences, including shaming,
discrimination, inability for teachers to meet student needs, poor matches between
learning styles and teaching methods, and a general sense of powerlessness and
hopelessness added to year by year. As the list of difficulties encountered in learning
grows, the more a student will resist the whole process for fear of repeating the earlier
negative experiences. Thus a reparative educational experience needs to both
acknowledge the long history of difficulty, and emphasize every opportunity for
success.
Discrimination and racism have a profound effect on learners' sense of self and the
relevance of schooling. Both the Peterborough Native Youth project and the Toronto
ALF A (Youth of the Diaspora) project found the experiences of racism and
cultural/systemic discrimination to be key negative school experiences for their youth
participants. Within the Peterborough focus groups, the top problem with learning in
the school system was that it "teaches nothing up to date about Native people" and
that stereotyping and racism affected the youths' daily experience of schooling.
Curriculum for at-risk youth ( who have often experienced discrimination) needs to
incorporate critical thinking activities to give learners the tools to externalize
damaging self-messages. For example, a youth may have internalized the message
that she is a second-class citizen through open or covert discrimination. Empowering
learning allows her to see that this second class status is not about herself at all instead, it is about systemic inequities, biases, and power hierarchies. Externalization
of the "problem" goes a long way to helping learners outgrow shame and develop a
sense of compassion for their own journeys.
Not surprisingly, successes encountered in learning occur when youth are valued and
accepted, when curriculum and teaching styles match their learning needs, and when
specific cultural practices and experiences form the framework for a critical
investigation of schooling practices within the dominant culture. The National AntiPoverty Organization found that successes were often noted on a self level; "The said
they were more hopeful, understood themselves better, had greater independence, and
have healthier lifestyles"(1992). Murphy and Cool also found that skills upgrading
had a globally positive effect on self-respect, attitude,

employment opportunities, and communication and interpersonal skills. The support,
flexibility, respect and individualized nature of upgrading programs were critical to
the students' experience of successful learning (1991). Perrin (1999) echoes the need
for individual attention to ensure youth needs are addressed, and the need for program
flexibility to accommodate the "often extreme differences among individual youth".
How does this research show itself in the Resources for Youth learning
materials?
Although our goal was to produce a curriculum to be used in a small group setting,
individual attention was built into the structure of the curriculum by combining oneon-one with small group activities. This ensures a balance between meeting individual
needs and providing an important corrective interpersonal experience for youth-atrisk. Ideally, the learning materials in this package will help learners become
empowered through critical thinking about their own personal histories and
experiences, as well as helping them to reconnect positively with learning.

3)

Hobbies / Activities of Target Group

None of the studies consulted discussed the hobbies and activities of the target group,
beyond passing mention of youth hanging out in the streets, at malls and arcades,
presented vis a vis the general difficulty many studies encountered in reaching out to
the youth at risk target group. As well, because hobbies, activities, likes and dislikes
are so individual and fluid, varying year by year, by region, by gender, culture, and
age, even if findings were reported 5 to 10 years ago they might well not be currently
relevant. In terms of curriculum, most of the studies stress the importance of activities
relevant to youth needs, such as employment and/or computer training. Employment
and computer skills, however, are not the same as hobbies, interests and current
activities. In the Toronto ALFA Youth of Diaspora project, participants generated a
working list of "cool" and "hot" topics for discussion, places for field trips and
exploration, and interesting activities. Because the activities were youth generated, the
curriculum can remain flexible and adaptable to the interests of each group of
participants, and thus will not be outdated or judged to be irrelevant.

How does this research show itself in the Resources for Youth learning
materials?
Hence, in the planning of youth focus group questions, our goal was two-fold; first, to
discover what the general themes/similarities in the hobbies and activities of the target
group are, and second, to gather suggestions and feedback on the types of learning
activities that were generated from these themes.

4)

Individual Goals/ Objectives

While specific learning goals and objectives vary widely, the existing research shows
that employment and independence are the two general goals of youths in upgrading
programs. As Bruce Perrin notes, in his summary report on a Toronto youth literacy
cluster project (1999), "at risk youth with whom each project came in contact want to
work and want to be economically independent...contrary to the stereotype of youth
who have dropped out of school and who are not working". If a youth is a young
parent, these goals also include being able to read to and participate in their child's
learning process.
Several studies suggest that recognition of achievements is a primary motivator that
helps students stay on the path to reaching their goals. Recognition can be provided
formally, such as through a program graduation ceremony, or informally, through
learning demonstrations, news coverage, and the positive feedback of peers and
tutors. Because youth-at-risk usually have a long history of negative school
experiences, commitment to upgrading needs to be strongly supported by external
recognition and motivators, particularly at the beginning of the program.
How does this research show itself in the Resources for Youth learning
materials?
Our youth and service provider focus groups were asked for suggestions about the
types of recognition and motivators they have found most useful. In our pilot project,
the participants were paid an honorarium of $200.00 for the four week program ( see
page for full discussion), and a graduation ceremony and an exhibition of student
photographs is strongly suggested. I believe that as successes are achieved, internal
motivation strengthens and the need for tangible external motivators, while still
important, diminishes - hence success in the Resources for Youth "first-contact" or
bridging program will set a more hopeful, goal-oriented mind set for future learning.

4)

Obstacles to Access/ Possible Solutions

The obstacles that youth face in accessing and staying with an upgrading program
have been the primary focus of most of the existing literature about youth learners. As
Dr. Linda Jessup (1997) states, because barrier variables are operating in the present
and are structural, they are more amenable than other variables (such as prior life
experience, lifestyle etc.) and thus barrier removal is the "logical point for
intervention".

In summarizing obstacles to access, I have elected to subgroup the long list of barriers
under three headings: Self Issues, Social Support Issues, and Curriculum/
Structural Issues as follows:
Self Issues:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

prior negative learning experiences
feeling "stupid"
impatience with progress
depression, anger, low self-esteem etc.
difficulty associating literacy learning with employability
difficulty with medium or long range planning
sense of "the problem" being internal to one's self, and therefore
"unfixable

Social Support Issues:
♦ lack of support at home, including direct criticism of desire to upgrade
♦ lack of support with peers
♦ childcare needs
♦ financial needs
♦ transportation needs
♦ problems at home or work, including abuse
Curriculum/ Structural Issues:
♦ irrelevant activities
♦ timing and location of program
♦ inappropriate learning approaches and expectations
♦ paternalizing attitudes
♦ use of the word "literacy" in program name

In the Youth Literacy Referral Kit (1999), Aimee Field has composed an excellent list
of more abstract barriers for youth, such as assumptions and beliefs about learning,
employment and personal issues, with gentle "reality checks" for each assumption,
belief, or issue that can be used by instructors or peer tutors to lower internal
resistance to participation.
How does this research show itself in the Resources for Youth learning
materials?
Because the main goal of this project was the development of learning materials, the
focus group questions reflected a greater interest in curriculum and structural barriers
and possible solutions. That said, the learning materials included in the Resources for
Youth package include activities such as the self check-in and the self-focus of the
artwork, to help to address self and social support issues. In this way, the program
recognizes the youth at risk learner as a whole person with a wide variety of pressing
needs.

FOCUS GROUPS SUMMARY
Introduction:
The purpose of the focus group phase of the research was to gain critical feedback
from the youth at risk target group, and the youth service providers who work with the
target group. The overarching goal was to elicit suggestions and feedback on youth
learning to be used in developing a teaching model and activities for literacy work
with youth at risk. Specific focus group questions were designed to gain insight into
eight areas of inquiry:
1) what incentives can be used to attract and maintain the target group's
participation in a learning programme
2) how do youth spend their time - hobbies and locations
3) what learning activities do youth find interesting and engaging (and the
inverse)
4) what learning styles are most prevalent within the target group
5) what are the most common goals and objectives of the target group
6) what are the most common access barriers and means of ameliorating them
7) what forms of outreach are most likely to succeed in reaching the target group
8) do subgroups (teen parents/ young offenders/rural youth etc) express different
goals/ interests/ experiences.
In discussing the research findings, I will describe each focus group setting and its
participants, and use the specific focus group questions as a framework. The first
section will discuss the results of the Youth Focus Groups, and the second section will
discuss the results of the Youth Service Provider Focus Groups. At the end of each
section, concluding remarks are given to summarize the findings for each group.
Copies of the advertisements for the Youth and Service Provider focus groups, and
the youth consent forms are included as Appendices A to C.

1. Description of the Settings and Participants: Youth Focus
Groups
(A) SETTINGS:
Youth Haven is a temporary shelter for homeless youth, 16 to 24, located in
downtown Barrie. In order to be permitted to stay, youth need to demonstrate a
measurable commitment to finding either further education or employment. Youth
Haven works closely with area youth resources, including the Brock Street Youth
Resource and Employment centre, JobConnect, and Career Incentives, a YMCA
program. Mary Burrows, the executive director of Youth Haven, reports that

literacy issues and probable learning disabilities are often apparent during the intake
of new residents, as many have difficulty filling out intake forms, and report dropping
out of school after grade 9 or 10. The focus group at Youth Haven was held on
Wednesday November 14, from 6 to 9 pm.
Tracks is a youth employment centre specifically for out of school and out of work
youth, 16 to 24, located in the centre of Collingwood. The staff at Tracks work closely
with youth to find appropriate employment in the Georgian Triangle area, and
outreach visits and job transportation is provided to the surrounding smaller rural
communities. Tracks, and its sister organization, the Future Cafe, are the first contacts
for most youth at risk in the Collingwood area. Participants in the focus group were
selected and referred by the Tracks staff, and all participants had been identified as
having learning/ literacy issues. The focus group at Tracks was held on Thursday
November 29, from 1 to 4 pm.

(B) PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
Note: YH refers to Youth Haven, and T refers to Tracks
♦ Number of Participants:
YH 6 of 8 youths at the shelter participated in the focus group
T 9 of 10 registrants participated in the focus group
♦ Age and Gender:
YH 5 males, 1 female, aged 15 to 2, average age 18 years.
T 8 males, 1 female, aged 15 to 22, average age 18.8 years.
♦ Level of School Completed:
YH One youth was currently in school, one had just graduated from
grade 12, and the other 4 had dropped out prior to OSSD graduation.
The average completed grade level was grade 10 for those who had
dropped out. During individual interviews, all four of those who had
dropped out expressed awareness of learning (reading and writing
and math) problems, and requested that I fill out the interview forms
for them when given the option.
T No youths were currently in school. Two had completed grade 12,
one had completed grade 11 and had some OSSD credits, and the
other six had completed grade 8 with some grade 9 credits.

♦ Mental Health Issues:
YH Although mental health issues were not included in the original
question list, five of the six youths spontaneously reported depression
and concentration difficulties, and two were currently on medication
to address those issues.
T No spontaneous reporting
♦ Parenting and Family information:
YH Two youths are parents, although neither has primary custody of
their children. All six are single, and have lived on their own (away
from childhood home) between 3 days and 6 years. Two reported
growing up in a rural environment, the other 4 in a urban or town
environment. Those growing up in rural environments, and those who
are parents, confirmed that transportation and child care have been
barriers to finding upgrading programs and employment.
T One youth is a parent, all youths are single. Only one youth is living
independently of family. Three youths are rural, three are urban, and
three did not specify. Transportation was identified as a major barrier
for rural youth, although Tracks outreach program does seek to lower
this barrier.
♦ Past Upgrading:
YH Two youths had participated in upgrading type programs. One
was in a paid program in Alberta, but did not complete the highschool equivalency goal because the funds were insufficient to cover
daily living expenses. The other had participated in Katimavik, but
did not complete the experience due to social anxiety and other
mental health issues.
T Three youths had participated in upgrading programs. One had been
placed in an alternative school after being expelled from the local
high school, dropped out, and later made a short attempt at upgrading
with Georgian Literacy. The second had enrolled at the Adult
Learning Centre in Collingwood, but dropped out to look for work.
The third (an OSSD graduate) received a workplace scholarship and
student loan to learn AUTOCAD at Georgian College, but this
schooling was interrupted by assault charges and a subsequent return
to Collingwood.
♦ Job experience:
YH Job experience includes: food industry, retail, factory work, and
outdoor maintenance and/or farm work. All of the participants were
interested in "better jobs" - defined as paying at least $9.00 per hour,
with benefits and some security. (See discussion of jobs, Focus
Group question 17 [page ] for further details).

T Job experience primarily in construction and outdoor labour/farm
work, with some retail and food industry work. Group expressed desire
for better jobs, but also sense of futility at finding work in
Collingwood area .
♦ Remarks:
The groups were quite similar in composition, with three exceptions.
First, the Collingwood group reflected a more rural working
environment and a lower general level of grade attainment. Second,
living arrangements obviously differed - the Youth Haven group in
Barrie were living independently, if transiently so, and the
Collingwood Tracks group were predominantly living still with
family. Finally, the Youth Haven group was more likely to report
mental health issues, possibly because their lives are in more
immediate crisis than those still living at home.

(C) GROUP DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:

1.a) Describe a time when learning was good/fun/interesting. (What
activity were you doing? What was the teacher like? )
Youth Haven
• phys-ed
• independent study
• computer class
• native languages
• social activities
Tracks
• phys-ed
• shop
• art
•
• Both groups specified that activity based classes were far preferred, to classes
involving a lot of writing or tasks seemingly unrelated to real world
knowledge needs.

b) teacher qualities
Youth Haven and Tracks
• real person
• non-judgmental
• good sense of humour, sarcasm
• knows what's cool but doesn't have to be into it personally
• cares, willing to ask real questions
• doesn't pull power trips
• preference for female teachers

2.

What do you like doing in your free time?

Youth Haven
• play guitar
• write music
• ride motorcycles
• sports, especially basketball
• watch movies and music videos
• outdoor stuff - horses, snow boarding
• sleeping, smoking, drugs/drinking
Tracks
• watch TV
• video games, internet chat rooms
• industrial music (NOT radio)
• sports/basketball/weights
• smoke/drugs

3. What do you want to learn about?
Youth Haven
• watch TV
• video games, internet chat rooms
• industrial music (NOT radio)
• sports/ basketball / weights
• smoke/ drugs

•

music and video production

Tracks
• job training / talking to employers
• apprenticeship for trades i.e. drywall
• writing business plans
• stuff about DOING something

4. What makes it hard for people to learn or upgrade their skills?
Youth Haven and Tracks
• need money
• child care
• need a job, so can't go to school
• don't want to go back to school - bad experiences
• too much pride/ attitude
• don't know what to take
• you don't do anything interesting at school so why bother

5.
What would help most? (it child care, interesting activities,
employment goal, financial support, emotional or social support etc.)
Youth Haven and Tracks
• child care
• money - paid for participation in learning
• co-op programs
• relevant, real activities, ACTIVE-ities!
• apprenticeship
• grant credits or certificates

6.
If you are in an upgrading program (or have been) what do
you like/dislike about it?
Youth Haven (2 respondents):
•
•
•
•

didn't like being paid at the end of the month only (should be weekly)
group were too big (more than 8)
boring activities (fake letter writing)
liked the instructor (real, nice, interested in me)

Tracks (2 respondents):
•
•
•

liked real world learning (AUTOCAD)
disliked lack of credits at literacy program
lack of staff for individual tutoring

7.
If you have not been in an upgrading program, what do you
think it would be like?
Youth Haven and Tracks
• do good people trying to get me on the "right track"
• who cares as long as I get a job out of it
• I wouldn't want my friends to know. It would have to be something cool, not
at a school. More like a job.
• I think it would be good, get more attention than at school so you don't fall
through the cracks

8.
a) Imagine it's your job to create an upgrading/learning
program. What should it be like? (where and when, who will teach or
lead it?)
Youth Haven
• only in the afternoon. Fridays should be off.
• At a mall or someplace, not a school.
• (response) NOT a mall- my friends would see me going in.
• someone who wants to be there should teach it
• the teacher should be a real person and know what stuff is cool with us, what
stuff isn't
• act like a teenager, kind of, but also someone to look up to

Tracks
• hands on - watch and listen and do
• apprenticeship
• financial support and/or child care
• maximum 8 to 10 people, with two teachers (one to teach, the other to offer
individual help)
• Monday to Thursday afternoons

•
•
•
•

lots of smoke breaks, 5 minutes every hour
get something useful at the end
accepting atmosphere, not judgements/ abuse of power
counselling service (re: suicidal)

b) If it had to be in small groups (like this) what would be good/bad
about this?
Youth Haven and Tracks
• small groups are ok
• one to one is too intense
• (response) Yeah, but you need some one to one time, or what happens if you
get lost or don't get it?
• good because other people ask same questions you want answers to. Don't feel
stupid that way.

9.
What would make you want to drop out of a learning
program?
Youth Haven and Tracks
• teacher with bad attitude - power trips or judging
• boredom, pointless learning
• need a job/ money
• not learning enough! fast enough (frustration)

10.

What would make you want to stay with a learning program?

Youth Haven and Tracks
• getting paid, getting job experience
• recognition like a diploma or a reference letter
• good teacher
• interesting activities, fun
• feeling like I was getting somewhere
• co-op kind of program, but not in a high school

(D) ACTIVITY RATING LIST: Youth Haven and Tracks Results.
The 15 participants were asked to rate each activity as "thumbs up", 'thumbs neutral"
or "thumbs down", by circling the corresponding c1ip-art picture. The following is a
summary of the combined results of the Youth Haven and Tracks responses.
Activities have been listed in order of preference, with individual responses recorded
numerically beside each
"thumb" .
1) make a video

12

1

2) draw/paint/create something

2
10

4

1

3) build something and write about how you did it
4) use internet and gain computer skills
5) plan a vacation step by step

7

8

8
6

5

6

1

5

7

2

2

6) practice filling out forms: job applications/ licenses etc.

3

7) Visit an interesting place and make an ad
to get others to visit

5

5

5

8) write or tell your life's story

5

6

9) watch a video and talk / write about it

3
4

7

4

10) write a play or story and direct others in acting it out

4

5

11) learn about theatre/acting/dance and then perform it

3

4

6
8

12) write a short book for kids
2
5
8
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Youth Haven Top Three:
1) Make a Video
2) Use internet/ computer
skills
3) Draw/ Paint/ Create

Tracks Top Three:
1) Make a Video
2) Filling out forms
3) Build something and write
how

(E) Individual Interviews:
Each individual interview lasted approximately 15 minutes. I went over
each participant's demographic information, and several asked me to fill out the
sheets while they verbally gave me the responses. The remaining questions
in the individual interviews are as follows, with a sampling of responses (many
responses were similar, and are thus not individually reported):

1)
Anything you want to add that maybe didn't feel ok to say in the
group?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2)

there should be better LD classes in schools
I am actually really interested in upgrading my reading and writing
School sucks, and I only came today because of the $30.00
I liked being at the learning centre, better than school
I think the video idea is cool. I'd sign up, but its in Barrie, right?
I like doing creative and outdoors things - drawing/ art/ travel
trouble with depression, anxiety, fitting in, sitting still etc ...

What, about learning or jobs, ticks you off?
•
•
•
•
•
•

3)

discrimination and judgements, racism
strict teachers who don't listen to what you are saying
people not trusting me/ respecting me
dead end jobs with bad pay
no one to help you
teachers who don't know or care about what they are teaching

What makes your day?
•

4)

these were very individual responses, usually tied into the next question ...
I am interested in…

•

photography, art, music, tv

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5)

native/cultural studies
technology
sports, body-building, basketball
video-making
helping people
horses and other animals
getting a good job

I am bored by…
•
•
•
•
•

6)

sitting still (by far the most common response!)
school, teachers just talking at you
irrelevant stuff
history, geography, math, religion
having nothing to do, no one to do anything with, no car to go anywhere

In five years I want to be…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

7)

own my own business (landscape, drywall, video production)
anywhere but here
own place, full time job, nice house
welder, auto mechanic, industrial musician, tattoo artist, computer tech
massage therapist, astronomer
finished college/ university
“its really hard for me to know about tomorrow, never mind 5 years”.

A good job would be one that…
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

is respected
makes good money
is secure
is independent/can be own boss
is outside
involves working with hands
has benefits.

Concluding Remarks: Youth Focus Groups
•
•

•
•

•

•

Youth likes and dislikes, as indicated by responses in the group
discussions, support existing research showing that at-risk youth prefer
active learning in an accepting, supportive, and interesting atmosphere.
However, while research such as the Core Literacy project "What Do
Youth Want in a Literacy Program" (1996) suggests that youth prefer to
learn one on one, our focus groups found that youth prefer to learn in a
small group situation, with the option of one to one assistance as required.
One to one learning was described as being too intense.
The need for financial support and emotional support was clearly
indicated by both groups.
Both groups also agreed that learning needs to be hands on and relevant,
led by caring and involved teachers who leave discriminatory judgments
at the door, and needs to conclude by offering recognition in the form of a
diploma or job references and further contacts.
Goals and objectives of the youth in our groups were relatively simple and
immediate; a need for a job paying beyond minimum wage to allow the
youths to live independently was the predominant response. ( However,
with some probing and questioning in the individual interviews, some
youths identified the need for better reading/ writing/ math skills to
achieve better jobs).
Finally, while the group discussion generated some very useful
information, the anonymity of the activity rating sheets and the
confidentiality of the individual interviews provided more "truthful" selfassessments and responses.

Focus Group Summary: Youth Service Providers
#1) Barrie Area Group, Friday November 23, 2001,12-2:30
#2) Collingwood Area Group, Friday November 30, 2001, 12:-2:30
The findings from the Youth Service Provider Focus groups will be summarized
together, as a single summary, because the results were so similar. An outline of
the focus group participants and their workplaces will preceed the summary, to
provide context for the information and feedback that was gathered.

(A) Participant List:
1) Barrie Area Group: Patricia McDonald, Job Connect Midland; Jason Barr,
Barrie Career Centre; Connie Morgan, Barrie Literacy Council; Janis Barnes, Job
Connect Barrie; Sue Bannon, Midland Area Reading Council; Mike St. John,
Barrie and District Association for People with Special Needs; Gina Frederick,
YMCA Youth and Gambling Project; Sue Hannon, HRDC Lakeland (Centre for
Students) Orillia; Cherie Conrwell, Orilia Employment Resource Centre; Monica
Miller-Hopkins, Midland Alternative Education; Tara Williams and Brian Hoysa,
Focus Community Development and Job Connect, Alliston. (12)
2) Collingwood Group: Donna Pacheco and Bill Jones, Tracks Employment;
Lynne Coutts, Careers 2000 - Collingwood Learning Centre; Sarah Harrison
Cragg, Literacy and Basic Skills program, Collingwood Learning Centre; Frank
Kewin (vice-principal) , Bill Ironside (Resource Dep't Chair), and Heather Webb
(Resource teacher), Jean Vanier Catholic High School; Roger Hannon, Georgian
Literacy. (8)

(B) Questionnaire Method and Results:
A questionnarie was distributed at the beginning of each meeting (see Appendix
B) to assess the mandate of each participant's workplace, the age group served,
the rough proportion of clients with literacy issues and evidence of such issues,
and the availability of literacy programming either within the organization, or as a
local referral.
The most important feedback came in the description of the age group served, and
the availability of literacy programming for clients. Most programs with a
learning component are designed for youth 19 years and older. Several
participants suggested strongly that literacy programs for those between 16 - 19
years of age are either inappropriate in terms of content, setting and teaching
styles, or non-existent. These problems were particularly noted in the

Collingwood area. For example, in Collingwood, youth service providers can
refer clients with high literacy needs to Georgian Literacy and the Literacy and
Basic Skills program at the Learning Centre. However, both programs are
mandated for youth 19 and over.

C) Service Provider Focus Group Questions
Barriers/Access/Incentives Questions
6) Describe the distinguishing features and/or issues faced by youth in your
program who drop out (as opposed to those who stay).
This question was completed as a group brainstorm, producing the following
list:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

low confidence/ self-esteem
problems at home
abuse
low educational expectations of family/ culture
financial problems
pregnant/parenting
unidentified learning disabilities
low motivation
insufficient life, self and anger management skills
peer group pressure
lack of realism - desire for immediate gratification
mental health issues
addictions
conflict with law
basic needs unmet (food, shelter, clothing, money, etc)
poor communication and interpersonal skills
transportation

7) What obstacles do you face in delivering your programming to youth?
This question was completed as a group brainstorm, producing the following
list:
•
•
•
•

FUNDING!!!
inadequate childcare subsidies and other parenting issues affecting
attendance
lack of resources and time
youth attitudes/ developmental stage re: difficult to help unless help is
wanted

•
•
•
•
•

absenteeism
atmosphere/ location of program site can be a real barrier
lack of suitable learning materials
hard to find volunteers
difficult to address multiple needs (i.e. literacy, employment, housing,
counselling)

8) What incentives, if any, do you use to help retain youth participation?
• food - snacks, coffee etc
• stickers (yes, even with youths and adults)
• flexibility and negotiation re: learning goals
• nurturing and caring attitudes
• money for transportation and emergency needs
• finding youth jobs
• promise of diploma and links to future goals
• see Remarks section re: debate around money as incentive
9) What are your program's identified barriers to youth-at-risk
participation?
• both groups decided that this list was the same as the list compiled in
questions 6 and 7
10) What does your organization do to remove or change those barriers?
Does it work?
• increase accessibility of location (this has worked particularly well for the
Tracks Future Cafe program in Collingwood)
• try to cross-refer to other youth agencies to meet needs beyond
• one's own program
• contracting as a "holding" tool to increase personal commitment
• outreach work to rural/ isolated youth
• providing transportation (bus or taxi or agency ride)
• providing food - breakfast programs offered non-discriminatorily
• build time into program for feedback/listening sessions
11) How do you reach youth - what has worked/not worked for you in the
past and present?
• Midland Area Reading Council radio campaign, youth script and voices
• personal outreach visits to smaller communities
• flyers in newspapers
• encourage peer referral
• suggest trying Internet advertising, perhaps through "Pal Talk" (chatline)
• reach parent audience through radio, TV, library, newspaper etc
• "piggybacking" outreach onto existing programs, concerts etc.

Curriculum/Interests Questions
12) What learning styles seem predominant with your youth clients?
• Active, visual, hands on, kinesthetic
• need to learn at own pace
• individual assessment and goal setting
13) What youth needs/interests seem most pressing? Any thoughts on how
these needs/interests might translate into learning activities?
• technology, internet, apprenticeship
• employment focus is needed
• look at survival skills, independence ups and downs
• interpersonal skills combined with literacy and numeracy upgrading
• transferable skills
14) What do you think would turn youth off of participating in an upgrading
program?
• program labels (use of "literacy", "school", "life-skills")
• long hours - need breaks every hour
• having to "answer other people's questions in other people's structures"
• location, especially connected with high school.
15) You have contact with youth every day. What seems to be cool/interesting
right now for this group?
• snowboarding, skateboarding
• music (hip-hop, ska, industrial) but not radio
• Internet, EMail chatgroups
• apprenticeship learning
• pagers
16) With a partner, briefly discuss and describe what you think an ideal
youth literacy program would look like/would offer.
(i.e. where would you hold it? how many hours, how many days per week? how
much structure? what types of activities?)
Suggested Locations:
•
•
•
•

Recreation Centres, YMCA
Downtown
storefront
mall

•
•

a youth decorated cafe/ coffeehouse with cool colours/ comfy furniture
and lots of technology (computers w/ high speed internet access)
library

Suggested Timing:
•
•
•
•

ask youth to set own times during orientation, within set parameters (ie. between 8 a.m.- 8 p.m., 16 -20 hours a week)
5 half-days per week, Monday-Friday, alternating classes and co-op
4 days per week, Monday-Thursday, 5 hours a day with breaks every hour
early afternoon, 3-4 hours per day, Monday-Friday

Suggested Structure:
•
•
•
•
•
•

contract with students at outset to ensure ownership/ commitment
individual contracts for learning goals, general program contracts
write contracts with students
be prepared to follow through with contracts, rules!
flexibility needs to be place within overall structure - interpersonal and
communication skills can be developed in negotiation of individual
exceptions to general rules, renegotiation of contracts etc.
build in time for individual feedback sessions weekly

Suggested Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

semi-controlled chat rooms
multi-media projects (ie mock up of house design)
self awareness, other and group awareness exercises
arts based projects - produce a professional portfolio
co-op or simulated job-related activities
life skills
field trips to meet needs and interests
screenwriting and videotaping
writing business plans
active learning, job-shadowing

d) Concluding Remarks: Youth Service Provider Focus Groups
1)

General Feedback

Working with youth-at-risk is a demanding task, made all the more so by
limited funding and the chronic, systemic nature of the issues faced by this group.
Mixed in with responses to the focus group questions was a fair amount of
frustrated venting and a semi-hopeful, semi-exasperated sense of "hmmm ...
another study".
Both groups included a discussion of the futility of directing programs and
money at youths who are not developmentally/ experientially ready to be
interested in upgrading skills. Both groups also pointed to the need for a
wholistic, wrap-around approach to youth work that would see multiple agencies
working cooperatively towards individual and systemic solutions to chronic
problems such as housing, financial support, childcare, addictions and mental
health issues, and education.
2)

Controversy: Use of Financial Incentives

Paying youths to participate in a learning program met with some
controversy. It was suggested that we should be funding programs, not individual
kids. As well, concerns were raised about whether external motivations like
money can replace or inhibit the development of internal motivations. Finally,
both groups suggested that youths need more assistance to access existing funds
through Ontario Works, and that payment for learning, if any, should come
through that venue.
That said, our youth feedback pointed repeatedly to the need for financial
support during upgrading, and several youths mentioned that it felt good and
respectful to be paid for their focus group participation. It would be helpful for a
further study to look more closely at the efficacy of financial incentives - both as
means of securing program participants, and ensuring their completion of the
program.
3)

Curriculum Directions

Finally, the suggestions around program timing and activities neatly echoed the
youth suggestions. It is clear that programs should be scheduled for four
afternoons a week, for 4 hours with hourly 5 minute breaks, in a downtown nonschool (preferably storefront) location. Activities need to be varied frequently, to
accomodate attention spans (maximum sitting time of 1/2 hour), and need to be
geared to hands on, active and visual learning. Although the youth focus group
responses clearly indicated an interest in arts-based, creative learning,

the service provider groups expressed some concern that they would not have the
skills to teach arts-based activities. However, this concern was mitigated by
reassurance that the learning materials package would include some basic art
background information, and that service providers would not have to be art
experts to teach the program

Visual Arts Primer
Photography is one of the most accessible visual art formats. We can all point and
click a camera! But capturing your best shots requires some background
knowledge about composition and lighting. This brief primer will help you to
help your students know when and why one shot is better (more visually
appealing and exciting) than another, (Adapted from the book Digital
Photography, by Erica Sadun, Sybex 2001).

1. Composition
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Get CLOSER to your subject! When we shoot from too far away, our
photographs are too busy and cluttered. Choose the subject, and shoot
from no further than 4 or 5 feet away.
For PORTRAITS, make sure you are quite close - so that the subject's
head and neck fill the whole photograph. The more you focus on a
person's face and eyes, the better the photograph will turn out.
Use the RULE OF THIRDS. Many things that we find visually pleasing
follow the rule of thirds. Imagine that the photograph is divided into three
equal parts top to bottom and side to side.

Photographs with a main feature placed about two-thirds or one-third from
the top of the photograph look better. For example, in a portrait shot, the
person's eyes should be approximately 2/3 from the top of the photograph.
In a landscape shot, the horizon should be at the 1/3 line.
SIMPLIFY THE BACKGROUND. A simple background requires the
viewer's eyes to do less work. Less work makes for a better photograph!
For example, avoid busy scenery, zoom closer, turn your camera ninety
degrees and shoot in portrait mode
instead of landscape mode
.
Make sure that the background elements do not distract from the subject.
HORIZONTAL shots are best with large group shots and landscapes.
VERTICAL shots are best for portraits

•

Think about the CAMERA ANGLE.
Upward angles make a landscape seem more open and large/ dramatic
(emphasize sky). Upward angles for a portrait emphasize the chin of the
subject, and make people look more imposing.
Downward angles make photographs more closed. For landscapes,
downward angles can give a mood of enclosure and claustrophobia. For
portraits, downward angles make the subject seem smaller, younger, and
less imposing. Think about how often fashion models are shot from a
downward angle - this angle emphasizes the eyes and minimizes the chin.
When fashion models are to look "sweet" or "doelike", a downward shot is
used.

2. Lighting Choices
•

•

•
•

Avoid Backlight. If the sun, or an indoor light, is behind the subject, your
shot will usually look underexposed in the centre, and overexposed around
the edges. However, use backlight if you want to shoot your subject as a
silhouette, or to create specific moods.
Use Indirect Light. Ever notice how hard it is to look good when you are
squinting into the sunlight, or how pictures taken with a flash tend to look
flat and harsh? Using indirect light, either in the shade outdoors, or
through a sheet! paper filter indoors, will improve your photographs.
Use Natural Light where possible, for example, indoor light through a
window often looks very flattering on subjects. If the light is bright
sunlight, the contrast with the subject will look pleasingly dramatic
Make your own Indoor Studio. When shooting the Story Scenes activity
in this package, consider making your own indoor studio. You need to
TURN OFF YOUR FLASH on the camera, and use either natural light or
photographic lights. Floodlight bulbs and aluminum clamp work lights are
easy to find, at a camera store and a hardware store. They are quite
inexpensive, and will let students experiment with professional style
lighting. The only other materials you need are: duct tape, backdrop
sheets, any props, and your ready to shoot camera.
Very strong artificial lighting will cast lots of shadows, and will make
the shot look "staged" and dramatic.

Technical Requirements for
Digital Photography
First, a word or two about computer expertise. Not everyone feels technically
skilled, nor does everyone enjoy the challenge of mastering new technology. If
you would define yourself as one of these people, and you do not have either the
time to do some pre-program learning, nor readily available technical support at
your learning location, digital photography is probably not for you.
You can easily run a photography project using the materials in this package and
conventional cameras - our pilot project students enjoyed the digital cameras, but
said that regular "old fashioned" cameras would have been fine. You will,
however, still require computers for word-processing and internet search
activities.
1. Computer Equipment:
•

•

•

You will need at least one independent computer (i.e. not on a network)
per 2 students. (You can be connected with a network if your regular
(default) printer is already an ink-jet printer, and you are able to install
new software on the whole network. For the pilot project, we required
stand-alone units because the computer lab default printer was a laser
printer, and we were not able to install software across the network.)
The computers need to be equipped with a USB port, a CD-ROM, and a
3 1/2" floppy drive at minimum. A zip drive is preferable to a floppy
drive, because most photography files are larger than can be saved to a 1.4
MB floppy diskette.
Internet access is required for many of the activities. If you do not have
internet access, ensure that you adapt the internet based activities before
starting the program!

2. Printing Equipment and Supplies:
•
•
•

A colour ink-jet printer with a minimum resolution of 720 dpi (dots per
inch)
At least one extra black and colour ink cartridge (they run out quickly at
high resolutions!)
Regular ink-jet printer paper (at least.50 sheets), and Matte or Glossy
photo paper (at least 10 sheets per student). Georgia-Pacific manufactures
a relatively low cost, excellent Photo Matte Ink Jet paper (80 sheets for
approximately $18.00).

3. Computer Photo-processing Sfotware:
•
•
•

The standard Microsoft Office software includes a program called Photo
Editor that is sufficient for most basic processing requirements
In the pilot project, we also used Adobe Photo-Deluxe (Home Edition
3.1), included in a very handy resource book called Digital Photography
by Erica Sadun (Sybex, Inc., 2001).
The photo and graphic design industry standard program is Adobe
Photoshop. If you are already technically proficient in Adobe Photoshop,
you can select basic skills for your students to learn and practice.
Otherwise, stick to the more basic photo processing programs -mastering
Adobe Photoshop requires a lot of time in and of itself!

PILOT PROJECT SUMMARY:
Successes, Revisions, and Outcomes
1) Structure
Following the feedback received in both the youth and service provider focus
groups, the pilot project was scheduled to run four days per week, MondayThursday, from 1 to 5 pm each day. Student and instructor feedback indicate that
the program could easily have run for five days a week from 1 to 5 pm, to allow
for more time to experiment with photography and to complete the written work.
Students were paid $40.00 for each of the first three weeks, and $80.00 at the
conclusion of the project, for a total honorarium of $200.00. While student found
the payments helpful in paying for their transportation and food costs, the
honorarium itself was not their main incentive for program completion. (See
Evaluation Survey and Comments, pages 32-36).
2) Location
We held the pilot project in a retail mall location, at the Barrie Learning Centre.
The advantages of this location were numerous; the class room areas and
computers were available and, with a bit of tinkering with the computer and
printer connections, ready to use. Technical support was usually available, and
always gratefully received! Some participants found the environment to be too
businesslike and formal, and suggested that a downtown location with an "artsy"
flavour might have been more inspiring. That said, the participants in the pilot
were immersed in the Learning Centre environment throughout the project; this
type of connection made registration for further upgrading work at the Centre
both more accessible and successful.
3) Outreach and Recruitment
Our experience of outreach and recruitment of participants was somewhat
frustrating, but eventually successful. The recruitment advertisements (see
Appendix D) were faxed to selected area youth service providers three weeks
prior to the project's start date. These same advertisement posters were placed in
youth relevant downtown locations, such as arcades, music stores, variety stores
and the bus station. Initial recruitment was slow and unstable; two participants
signed up within that first week, but both dropped out by the second week citing
employment needs. One week before the start date, I attended the Barrie Youth
Services Board meeting to promote the project further, visited a teen parent
program at the Community Health Centre, and put in a further call to a local
youth employment centre. At the start date, the pilot had 6 registrants, 4 of whom
showed up. Fortunately, by the middle of that first week, 3 more participants
registered. With one further dropping out after the first day, our participant list
stood at 6 youths, which matched the numbers in our funding proposal. A word to
future programs - recruiting too early is likely to result in participants dropping
out before your start date, but you still need to recruit at least three weeks in
advance to ensure that the message gets out in time.

Our most successful recruitment connection was the area youth employment and
counselling centre, due to the good match between their client population and the
project's participation criteria. No youth were recruited as a result of the postering
through the downtown core, suggesting that youth-at-risk need agency involvement
and encouragement to register for upgrading programs.
4) Participant Description
Of the six participants, four were male and two were female, and their ages ranged
from 15 to 22. The average grade completed was grade 9, with credits completed at
the advanced, general and basic levels. Literacy and Basic Skills writing assessments
placed most of the youths in a range between LBS levels 1 and level 3; only one
student was at level 4, with the rest sitting between a high level 1 and a low level 3.
Two youths had extensive street experience, and all youths had been suspended or
expelled from their former schools. Their primary goals for registering in and
completing the project were: learning about digital photography and creative work,
improving writing and computer skills, and completing a program.
5) Use of Digital Cameras
This learning materials in this package can be used with either conventional or digital
cameras. Five new Sony digital cameras were purchased for project and Learning
Centre use a week before our pilot phase began. The Day by Day project schedule
and learning activity sheets were revised to incorporate the digital cameras; for
example, time needed to be built in for students to become familiar with the technical
settings and operation of the cameras, and once the project was underway, to digitally
process and print their images.
For the instructor and myself, the project co-ordinator, the digital cameras were both
exciting to use, and periodically very challenging, in part because neither of us has a
strong technical background to draw from. Thankfully, we had a lot of support from
the computer instructor at the Learning Centre, and a student in our program who was
technically very proficient. The learning curve for all of us was steep and technical
glitches sometimes cut into the time available for written work.
If you are planning to use digital cameras in your own project, review the technical
requirements sheet. Consider adding an extra half hour to each program day for
digital image processing and printing, as required. If possible, the instructor should
have the cameras and access to computers and printers a few weeks prior to your
project's start date, to experiment and become comfortable with the whole process.
Digital cameras allow for a whole range of interesting processing options and
learning activities that wouldn't be possible with conventional cameras. Participants
found that they could alter the mood of their photographs by changing colours,
cropping images, and using a variety of special effects. Unwanted photographs were
easily discarded or modified. As well, the immediacy of the digital camera is a very
powerful hook for

students - they can see the progress in their work from hour to hour, day to day,
without having to wait for the photographs to come back from the developer.

6) Outcomes
At the end of the 4 week pilot, all 6 participants had successfully completed the
program, and their work was displayed at the MacLaren Art Centre in Barrie. The
graduation and exhibition opening was a powerful acknowledgement of the work
that the youths put into this project. Most of these participants had faced
significant personal barriers to completing programs or work requirements in the
past; thus the 100% retention and completion rate is an excellent outcome. As
well, 2 of the 6 youths have registered for further upgrading work at the Barrie
Learning Centre. The current activities of the other four students are as follows:
one student is still" exploring options" (at age 15, he is too young for the
programs at the Learning Centre),one is working full-time, one has decided to do
computer training in September, and the fourth has decided to pursue further
creative work by successfully auditioning for a play-writing and performance
project sponsored by the AIDS committee of Simcoe County. In the evaluation
surveys completed on the last day of the pilot, the youths all stated that their
interest in furthering their education had been helped by the project, and that their
writing and computer skills had improved through practice. The specific results of
our project-end student evaluation survey can be viewed on the next 4 pages. A
copy of the evaluation survey is provided in the Week 4 Activity Sheets section.

SURVEY RESULTS AND REMARKS
Evaluation Survey: Youth Photography and Upgrading
Pilot Project
This survey is anonymous – please take your time and be very honest!
For each 1 to 5 rating, 1 is very dissatisfied, 5 is very satisfied.
1. Rate your satisfaction with the learning environments you have previously
experienced.

High School

1

2

3

4 5

- 3 circled 1, 2 circled 3, 1 circled 4

Upgrading

1

2

3

4 5

- 2 circled 4, 1 circled 5

Drivers Ed

1

2

3

4 5-

Work training

1

2

3

4 5

no responses
- 1 circled 3, 1 circled 4

2. Rate your satisfaction with your learning experience in this
pilot project:
1

2

3

4

5

- 1 circled 3, 1 circled 4, 4 circled 5

Remarks: Most students had come from self-described bad times at highschool.
Their satisfaction with other The Photography Project and other Upgrading was
much higher, in part due to the structure and content of these alternative learning
programs, but also partly as a function of age and receptivity to learning.

3. What did you like about this project’s environment/teachers
6) Small group, two teachers
7) Understanding teachers re: life problems
8) Being trusted with the cameras
9) Small class - more attention
10) Helped me understand technical things
11) Relaxed and fun environment
12) Good connection between teachers and us

4. What didn’t you like about this project’s environment/teachers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Computers messing up
Stressful deadline for show
Too short - needs to be longer
Nothing
Teacher not artsy enough
Not enough time

5. How would you change the environment or teaching to make it better?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wouldn’t change it
Make it 8 weeks
Make it 5 days a week
Hold it in a better space (creative)
Go more places to take photographs
Not as soon a deadline for the show

CONTENT

6. Rate your satisfaction with the learning materials in this pilot project:
(least) 1
2
3
4
5 (most)
•
•
•

2 rated at 5-most satisfied
3 rated at 4- satisfied
1 rated at 3 - neutral

7. Circle the skills you have practiced during this pilot project:

writing

reading

mathematics

computers

photography

co-operation

time management

commitment

self-knowledge

awareness of other learning programs
•

Most students circled all categories except mathematics

8. Which of these skills has improved the most? List the top three:
•
•

Co-operation, time management and photography were the most common
choices
Writing, computers, and commitment were the next most common

9. Look through your portfolios. List the title of two work sheets you liked:
Scavenger Hunt, National Geographic, Check in, Trick Words
didn't like: Telling Stories with a Photograph, Video discussion sheet
10. Which project activity did you enjoy the most?
•
•
•
•
•

Personality test,
Scavenger Hunt,
Check In (self-writing),
Field Trips
Free time with a camera

11. Which did project activity did you enjoy the least?
•
•
•

Any of the writing
Printing the photographs
The net search

Remarks: The writing was always the least favourite part of the day for most
students. We contracted with them to do a minimum of 20 to 30 minutes of
writing work each day this worked best when done at the beginning of the day.

12. Rank the following according to how much each motivated you (1 is most
important, 9 is least important):
___ skills upgrading
___ something to do
___ something to learn
___ interesting activity (photography)
___ exhibition of work at the Maclaren
___ payment of honorarium
___ reference letter
___ certificate
___ alternative learning environment

Remarks: Only one student completed this section by fully ranking the options 1
to 9. However, through discussion after the survey was done, students said that
the reference letters, certificate, exhibition, and something to learn/ interesting
activity were the most motivating factors.

13. If this project gave you a high-school equivalency credit , would you have
felt: (circle one)
More motivated – 2

neutral- 3

less motivated-1

14. As a result of being in this project, are you: (circle one)
more likely to do upgrading – 3 checked this option
neutral (the project hasn’t influenced you either way) - 3
less likely to do upgrading - 0

15. Overall satisfaction with the photography project:

(least) 1
•
•

2

3

4

5 (most)

4 students circled 5 (most satisfied)
2 students circled 4 (satisfied)

Comments:
• 3 students responded. All 3 wrote that the project was fun,
and that it should run again, give other people a chance to try it .
Discussion of Survey Results:
Three main findings emerged from the evaluation survey. First, the survey was
most helpful in clarifying what participants liked about their learning: small
groups, accepting atmosphere, good teacher-student rapport. These findings echo
the existing research on youth literacy needs. During the pilot project, teacher
flexibility and approachability were essential, as 3 participants were in the midst
of major life and mental health upheavals. Despite the life challenges for these
students, attendance was near perfect for all.
Second, the survey results suggest that the program was too short. In part, the
pilot project participants felt rushed to complete their photographic work for the
Maclaren Art Centre deadline, which was on day 13 (of 16) of the project. Other
programs would not have to finish their work as quickly. As well, more of our
class time was spent in the processing and printing of the digital images than we
originally anticipated. All participants agreed that the program should be held 5
days each week to accommodate the need for extra processing and printing time,
a finding that was counter to the 4 day week suggestion of the youth focus groups.
If a group was not using digital photography, this extra time would not be
required.
Finally, the survey results point to the importance of learning something fun, and
gaining real world recognition for it (in the forms of reference letters, certificates,
and the exhibition of work) as primary motivators. High school equivalency
credits were not as strongly motivating as we had originally thought they might
be. This finding is important in the planning of LBS programs in adult learning
centres across the province - program content, recognition and an accepting
environment are important motivators for at-risk students. Not all students are
looking for credits - in our group, an informal discussion suggested that creditgranting programs can feel too heavy as a first trial at going back to learning.

DAILY SCHEDULE

Before You Start…
•

The following schedule was designed for use during our pilot project,
which ran 4 days per week, 4 hours per day, for four weeks.
Depending on how your program is set up, you can follow this
schedule verbatim, or divide the days and reorder the activities
within each day a much as you need to.

•

However, keep in mind that some activities have two or three parts;
hence if you reorganize the daily plan, just make sure that any
antecendents to the activities have already been completed!

•

Throughout the schedule, you will see a title or description of an
activity, followed by some short instructions. If it also says: (See
Activity Sheets), you know that there is an accompanying Activity
Sheet(s) for students and instructors. These sheets contain further
directions! The activity sheets are contained in the divider pocket at
the end of each weekly section of the schedule.

Day One: Introduction to The Photography Project

1. Who Are We? Why Are We Here? (15-30 minutes)
Instructor gives brief intro to the project, including:
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

introduce self
daily structure
payment agreement (if you are paying student honorarium)
start thinking about contracts
brainstorm a basic list of groundrules using student suggestions and record on flip
chart. (this is a working list that will be added to/ changed throughout the project.)

Choose an introductions game from these suggestions, or one of your own:
Option A
Instructor will introduce self and include:
1) interest
2) 2 things that make me quirky
3) why I am teaching this project
Students will also self-introduce using the same categories (substituting "why I am a
participant in this project") and adding a fourth category of choice
(i.e. where I live, my worst job, my favourite food etc.)
Option B
Students and Instructor stand in a circle.
Instructor begins by saying name, and something “quirky” about self
Next person does same, but also repeats (re-introduces) instructor and repeats his/ her
information too.
And so on around the circle. Instructor should be the last person, so that he/she repeats
the name and "quirky" info about every person in the class.

2) Lead Discussion re: project timeline, balance between structure and
student-directed philosophies, student and program expectations (15 minutes)
•
•
•
•
•

Students need to feel comfortable with the learning environment.
Ask them what their expectations/ hopes about the project are
Review the timeline, talk about balance between hands on and written work. (at
least 30 minutes of written work each day)
Do some groundwork re: lets create this together as we go along open to
respectful feedback and input.
review tasks for the first day: Check In, Short Break, Art Intro, Long Break,
Collage Making, Short Break, Goals and Contract Setting.

3) “What’s up?” check in (15 minutes) (See Activity Sheets)
•

•
•

Instructor will explain rationale for checking in formally: we all have stuff going
on in our lives, and need to be able to put it on hold sometimes in order to
concentrate. However, some days life concerns are overwhelming - it can really
help to write it down and have the chance to actively decide whether we can deal
with our problems later, or if we need to talk to another person before starting our
work.
Explain that students will have option of either discussing issues or problems with
the group, or talking privately to the instructor or counsellor (if your program has
a separate counselling staff)
Show check in sheet; explain that this is a daily part of the project.
Have students complete - encourage honest responses.

4) 5 minute BREAK
•

Instructor and/or counsellor to be present through break to address any concerns/
questions or to schedule individual consultation time.

5) What Art Can Do for Us (See Activity Sheets)
a) Intro:
Instructor introduces "Art helps us find a place in the world" concept Complete the
introduction reading and discussion questions
b) Collage:
Begin collage making activity - students cut out images from

magazines and newspapers
6) BREAK
7) What Art Can Do for Us (con’t)
c) Collage: Students assemble and informally present collages
d) Goal Setting: Discuss goals in context of collages. Write goals on Goal
Sheet in Intake package.
8) Contracting:
• Students brainstorm re: contracts
• Use the Contract template in the Intake Package. (See Activity Sheets: Prep
Package)
Instructor will review and sign at start of Day 2.
9) Wrap up (15 minutes)
• Provide forum for questions, discussion of the day, etc.
• Outline next day's activities

Day Two
1) Check In
2) Review Contracts and hand back
3) What do we, as a group, already know about photography?
• Group Brainstorm. Instructor records responses on flip chart. (save for
comparison at end of project)
4) Let’s start shooting. (30 to 45 minutes)
•
•

Trial first photographs. Demonstrate, then have students load three or four
(depending on your class size) cameras with a 12-shot roll of either ISO 200 or
ISO 400 film (or ISO 100 if you are using flash equipped cameras).
Note: If you are using digital cameras, do a brief intro re: how they work, (no
film!), how to set menu items and options, and how group will ensure that they
don't disappear or get damaged! This is best done hands on, for at least 15
minutes.

•

Each student will take 6 candid shots of another student. Encourage students to
think of selves as "hunters", waiting to capture interesting poses/ expressions etc.

Don't have everyone shooting at once – CHAOS! Instead, divide class up "into two
groups - a photo-taking group, and an internet search group
(see Activity Sheets: National Geographic Website Search). Switch after 15 minutes.
We will use these trial first shots in two ways:
1) A visual class list display: see Day 3 "Candid Shots" and Day 4 "Captions"
2) To compare our "untaught" photos to project-end photographs

5) Long Break
6) Web Search Sheets: Info Sharing: Share and compare National Geographic website
photo choices and writing exercises. Any new vocabulary?
7) Vocabulary List and Glossary: *(See Activity Sheets). Begin to compile personal
vocabulary lists and a glossary of photographic/ technical terms encountered during web
research.
8) Short Break
9) Portfolio Making: *(See Activity Sheets). Begin this activity. You may need to
complete it on Day 3.
10) Wrap Up
DAY THREE:

1) Check In
2) Finish Portfolios
3) Hand Back Candid Shots:
• Let students choose, with their partner, which shot they want displayed for
a visual class list in the student gallery.
• Remaining shots to be stored in portfolios of student who took the photos.

•

Mount candids and display in class. (Note: If using digital cameras, use
this time to download, process and print 2-4 images as 4x6 or 5x7 prints)

4) Short Break
5) Discussion re: Focus of Photo Work
•

•
•
•
•

Initiate a discussion and decision making process about the focus of the
photographic work: Sample focus choices include: SELF, CAREER, or
PARENTING. The choice of focus determines where you will go for field
visit(s) and the theme of the final photo project that students create.
For example, field trips for a SELF/ ART focus could include an art gallery, artist
studio etc.
Field trips for a CAREER focus could include local career centres or "a day in the
life" job shadowing.
PARENTING focus field trips could involve students and their kids going to a
pool, park, family resource centre etc.
The class can have multiple focii within the group, as long as you have enough
staff to break into smaller field trip groups ( or consider inviting a social service
college progam student along for the day to help out).

6) Telling Stories With a Photograph *(See Activity Sheets)
7) LONG BREAK
8) Complete Telling Stories with a Photograph Planning Sheet (See Activity Sheets)
9) Set up and take formal "Story-Photographs"
•
•
•

Students can work in partners, or as a whole class, depending on the needs of each
person's story plan.
If using conventional cameras, instructor to get developed over weekend, use on
Day 5, Week 2
If using digital cameras, spend 15 minutes downloading the images onto computer
and saving into a separate file for each student (use on Day 5, Week 2)

10) Wrap Up and Add to Personal Vocab/Glossary List

DAY FOUR:

1) Check In
2) Write Fun "captions" and Phrase Biographies for Candid Shots:
• Have students choose one of their candid photographs, and write a funny caption
for it, then interview the subject of the photo to find out age, strange events in
his/her life, favourite food etc. (similar to introductions exercise on Day One.)
Students record this information and use word processing software to find an
interesting font, then print out the caption/ bio and hang it under the matching
photograph in student gallery area.
3) Short Break
4) Watch Video on selected photographers *(See Activity Sheets)
5) LONG BREAK
6) Photography Walk-About: Extreme Close-ups *(See Activity Sheets)
7) Vocabulary Building: _Add to vocab list, then do Word Search Activity with partner.
*(See Activity Sheets)
8) Wrap -Up and Review Contracts/Goals:
• Review the week, check in with students to see where they are at with the project,
and discuss week 2 (Field Trips).
• Have students complete week - end self-evaluation on back of contract sheet.
• Meet with each student for 2-3 minutes and chat, give honorarium payment if
applicable.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT
INTAKE
CONSENT
GOALS
CONTRACT

Name:
Address:
Phone:

Name: _________________________
Phone Number: __________________

Age:____________________

Personal Information:
Have you held a job before Y/N
If “yes”, describe the job(s): ________________
______________________________________________________________________
Where do you live?

on own

with family

Are you a parent? Y/N If yes, are you part of the LEAP program? Y/N
Education Information
Number of credits: __________________
Grade Completed: ___________________
Credit Level(s): _____________________
I learn best when…
____________________________________________________________________
Check your upgrading needs:

computer skills

math

reading

time management

writing

job searching

Project Information
What do you hope to learn
during the Photography Project?
Write 2 to 3 sentences
to answer) ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

This information will help us understand how the program can
best fit your needs.
Thanks!

Consent Form : The Photography Project

I, ____________________ state that I am willingly participating in
"THE PHOTOGRAPHY PROJECT" from theses dates ________________ to
_____________________ at this location __________________________.
In signing this consent form, I am agreeing that:
-my photographic work will be displayed at ______________________________
for the period of ______________________________.
-my photographic work remains my property
-I will be responsible for picking up my work at ___________________________
after the show is finished.
-The Photography Project will not use my name or any other identifying
information in any written materials without my written permission

_____________________

____________________

__________________

Name

Signature

Date

GOALS
Short-term Goal

Employment

Education/
Skills Training

Personal
Learning

Long-term Goal

Contract
This is a contract between ________________________ and the Photography Project.

While I am taking part in this project, I will:

If I am not able to follow the terms of this contract, I will:

I will rate my own progress on the next sheet each week.

______________________
Your Signature

_______________________
Date

_______________________
Instructor’s Signature

Week One:
How well did I meet the contract terms this week?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (1 is the lowest rating, 10 is the highest)
What am I doing well? ____________________________________
What do I need to improve? ________________________________
_________________________

Signature

Week Two:
How well did I meet the contract terms this week?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (1 is the lowest rating, 10 is the highest)
What am I doing well? ____________________________________
What do I need to improve? ________________________________
_________________________

Signature

Week Three:
How well did I meet the contract terms this week?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (1 is the lowest rating, 10 is the highest)
What am I doing well? ____________________________________
What do I need to improve? ________________________________
_________________________

Signature

Week Four:
Final Comments: ______________________________________________________

Name: ____________________
Date: _____________________

A self check in exercise

What’s going on for me today:

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
continue on reverse side if needed

Today I need to:

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

We all need to belong somewhere.
Art can help us find, challenge,
and even change our place in the world.
Most people have a place where they eat and sleep and spend time with their
families or friends. This home place is located somewhere, in a city, on a plain or on a
mountain, in a forest or in a desert, by a lake or by a river, or even on an ocean. Most
people's homes stay in one spot. Some people's homes move with them as they travel
from place to place. Others unfortunately have no home at all.
No matter where we call home, each of us needs more than a place to shelter us
from the weather. We also need a place among people. We each have our place in our
family, our place among our friends, and our place in the community. Art can help us
express, or challenge, those places. Through the years art making has helped people
understand where and who they are, and where and who they want to be.

Group Discussion Questions:
What is your experience with art making?
How would you describe your place in the world? Where do you feel you most belong?
Describe your ideal place (where you want to be, who you want to be with, what you
want to be doing). Imagine yourself into this place.
Compare your ideal place and your ideal life with your actual place and your actual life.
What is the same? What is different?
How do you think making art can help you know your self and your place in the world
better?

IMAGINING INTO THE FUTURE:
COLLAGE, GOAL SETTING, AND CONTRACTING
ACTIVITIES
Search for Place Collage Lesson: Now and Future
In the first part of this lesson, learners are asked to use their imaginations to relate the
theme of physical place or place within a group of people to their own lives.
In the second part of the lesson, learners collect, assemble, and label images (from
magazines, newspapers or the Internet) into two collages one to represent their current
physical and social-emotional places, the second to represent desired physical and socialemotional places in the future.
This hands on exercise will provide an experiential introduction to goal setting, and
contract writing activities, which follow.
-----------------------------------------------------------Objectives
participants learn:
•
•
•
•
•

self-reflection through visual imagery
to select images related to specific ideas/ themes and present effectively
to share self-reflection with others in a supportive environment
to write a list of short and long term goals for themselves
to write a class contract and an individual contract

A) Collage Activity: Present and Future
Discussion
Review the concept of "place" as a physical place (place where we live) and a socialemotional place (where we belong) amongst other people.
Then, ask them to describe their current physical place, and how it affects their lives
(such as type of house, recreational opportunities, or jobs).
Next discuss a person's place within a group of people. Examples of places among people
include a person's place among peers, as a learner in

school on a team, as a person in a family, or among others in a community. Lead learners
in a discussion of how their places within groups of people influence their lives and
choices/goals (past, present and future).
Hands On!
Ask learners to search through magazines and newspapers for pictures that relate to their
sense of their own personal place in the world right now, and their desired place in the
world in the future. This is not to be a lengthy project - students should be encouraged to
make quick decisions about images to allow spontaneous expression. Assemble the
collected images on two 8 1/2 x 11 sheets of paper, glue in place, and allow students time
to present/discuss the meanings in their collages with the whole group.
Resources:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

resources that can be cut up
newspapers
catalogs
old calendars
flyers and promotion brochures
consumer product packaging
scissors
glue

Writing Activity: Goal Statements
Use the self-reflection and information gathered in the collages as a springboard for
discussion of short and long term goals. Ask group for definitions of each type of goal short term can be achieved in __________ (days/weeks/months) and long term can be
achieved in ___________ (months, years). When you look at the differences between
your "present" and "future" collages, do you have a sense of what steps to take to get
from here to there? Why do we set goals? What makes it hard to set goals, or to achieve
them?" What kind of training, learning, support do you need to achieve your goals? ETC
Students then have 15 minutes to write down possible short and long term goals as per
the group discussion and definitions. Use the Goals Sheet in the Intake Booklet.
Instructor will meet with each student individually to discuss goals and ways the
photography/literacy project relates to goals.

C) Contact Writing
Brainstorm ways that we can get off track when working towards goals behaviour. life
problems, commitment boredom, etc. Introduce contracts as a way of keeping ourselves
on track - and discuss differences between self-written contracts and work contracts.

Whole Class Contract
What is our whole class contract going to look like? What rules and regulations should
we include? What happens if these get broken/ forgotten?
-write group suggestions on board or flip chart. Keep posted throughout the project.
Modify or add to list as necessary, with whole group discussion and agreement about any
changes. This process might take some time, but is important for learners to feel
ownership over their class, their behaviour, and possible consequences.

Individual Contracts
Students are experts on themselves, given the chance. Have learners make a list of their
commitments to the project, potential pitfalls, and consequences. Use the Contract sheet
in the Intake Booklet. These contracts, like the goal statements, will be individually
reviewed with the instructor. Students will self-evaluate their progress at the end of each
week on the reverse of the contract sheet and will sign for receipt of honorarium
payments (if applicable).

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC WEB SITE

1. Log on to the internet
2. Go to www.nationalgeographic.com/photography
3. Find “Today' s Picture” ,OR look in the “archives”.
Choose a photo you like. Print it out.
4. Choose an activity:
a) What catches your eye in this photograph?
Write 3 sentences to describe what you like and why.
b) What is happening in this photograph?
Write the “story” in point form.
c) Are there people in the photograph?
Use clues in the photograph and your imagination to tell their story. Write the story on
the computer and print it out.
d) Write 6 words describing the photograph.
Use a Word Search sheet to make a word search game with these 6 words.

5. Staple this sheet, the photograph, and your writing.
Put it in your portfolio, or display it on the photo gallery “work-board”.

LOOKING UP ....
MY PERSONAL VOCAB LIST
Word:

Meaning:

GLOSSARY: PHOTOGRAPHY WORDS
Word:

Meaning:

Portfolio Making:
In this lesson learners construct a Portfolio that they will use throughout the project as a
record of their process and finished work. The Portfolio will help them reflect upon and
assess their own learning. and will provide an organized record of their participation in
the photography/literacy project.
Objectives
participants learn
•
•
•
•

that keeping a journal/portfolio of clippings. artworks. and thoughts can help them
understand complex ideas.
to follow oral and written suggestions for construction
that the work each produces is valuable and will be treated as such
Labelling, Sequencing, Organizing and Visual presentation of materials

Activities
Select a method of portfolio construction appropriate for your learners and for your
resources. For example. learners can make accordion books. or bind pages with brass
fasteners through punched holes. simply staple separate pages together or make a large
folder to use as a portfolio. Provide examples of professional portfolios. including
handmade and commercial ones for comparison. Use portfolio planning sheet and group
brainstorming to decide on materials and format for their own portfolios. The paper
should be at least 8 1/2" X 11" (preferably 11"x 14") and should be blank. not lined.
Black paper will provide a professional looking background for mounting photographs.
Explore the option of having a "work in progress" portfolio and a finished product
portfolio vs. a single portfolio.
Add additional pages or folders to the Portfolio as you and your learners complete each
learning activity in the project.
Resources
8 1/2/1 x 11/1. or larger unlined paper .scissors. binding equipment such as: brass
fasteners. stapler. heavy thread. and tapestry needles. etc.

Telling Stories with a Photograph
This activity is intended to build learners' awareness of how stories can be told visually
and how the effective use of such elements as color, light, gesture, and composition are
central to the telling.
The objectives of this activity are:
• learners will interpret or create narratives based upon a photograph
• learners will apply what they have learned to planning and shooting their own
photograph story

Introduction/Background:
1. Read the following passage out loud. You may wish to write the bold text words on the
board or chart paper as a vocabulary list either before or during the reading. Then
brainstorm, with the group, a list of ways that stories are told in art. Use the
accompanying photograph and question sheet as an example to work through together.
Students then plan and create their own story photographs.
Stories can be spoken, written, sung, danced, acted, or portrayed in works of art. Works
of art that tell stories are called narrative. Artists can present their narratives in many
ways--through a group of images representing moments in a story, or by selecting one
main moment to represent the whole story. Narrative works can illustrate well-known
historical, religious, legendary, or mythic stories. Sometimes, however, artists invent their
own stories, leaving it to the viewer to imagine what is depicted.
When you look at a narrative work of art, how can you uncover its story? Look carefully
at the visual elements: color, gesture, expression, light and shadow, and composition,
as well as other clues. For example, you may be able to determine who is the focus of a
story by noting which figures are in front of others, larger, or more brightly lit. Which
figures are gesturing and what do their gestures reveal about the action of the story? Do
any figures have props and what do their facial expressions tell us? Let's look at a
photograph as an example. (see next page)

Self-Portrait, (with daughter)
Eileen Cowin, (United States, b. 147)
from the series Family Docu-drama, 1981
gelatin silver print
19 7/8 x 23 7/8 in.
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(Reproduced with artist’s permission)

About the artist
Eileen Cowin lives and works in Santa Monica, California. While some
photographers, such as photojournalists, photograph "found" moments that are generally
outside of their control (like candid shots), Cowin actually invents the moments.
In the late 1970s she began to compose and photograph scenes about American
family life, focusing on family relationships. Each of Cowin's photographs are records of
carefully-staged moments. She herself often appears as an actor along with her family
members.
Cowin plans her photographs by sketching (drawing) the scene.
She plans the arrangement of the people, their gestures and poses, the camera location,
and the lighting and shadows. Cowin's method of directing and staging her images is not
new. It is an approach that photographers have used to tell stories through art since
photography was developed.
We are going to use Cowin's idea and method to create our own story moment
with a photograph. Use the next sheet to plan your story.

Telling Stories with a Photograph
Vocab Words: experiment, props
Glossary Words: perspective, setting, light, positioning, expressions.

Imagine a "moment" you could create and photograph. What story will this moment tell?
What kind of mood will you show?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
What are the characters (people)?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Will you use colour or black and white, (or sepia or negative, with digital cameras)?
Why?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
What is your focus? Close up, mid-ground, or far away? From above or below? Why?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

Hands On!
1) Do a quick sketch of your scene on the back of this sheet. (Stick people are ok!)
2) We are going to stage and photograph each person's scene. We will take at least 5
shots of each scene to experiment with perspective, settings, light, positioning and
expressions

VIDEO

Edward Steichen: Photographer

Fast Facts:
• Steichen was one of the most famous photographers of the twentieth century
His photography work included:
• studio portraits of Hollywood stars like Greta Garbo and Marlene Deitrich
• War photography during the World War I and II
• Photo-realism during the Depression
• large anti-war exhibition called the Family of Man, shown around the world in the
1960s

Famous Quotes:
“The best a portrait can do is to capture one moment of reality shining out of the person”
“Great works begin when we are children ... everything we create is a summation of alf
our experiences”.
Video Questions:
1) How did Steichen's photography change after the First World War?
2) Describe how Steichen got his famous photograph of the real Greta Garbo.
3) What differences do you see between Steichen's studio work and his later work in
Mexico?

VIDEO

Annie Leibovitz, Celebrity Photographer

Fast Facts:
•
•
•

Annie Leibotiz is one of the highest paid celebrity photographers in the world
She has worked with a vast number of Hollywood and music industry stars
She likes to push the boundaries of what is possible in portrait photography

Video Questions:
1. How did Annie learn to “frame” here photographs?

2. Name the magazine where Annie first worked:

3. What did Rolling Stone think of her work?

4. What is one of her most famous portraits? Why?

5. What is your favourite Leibovitz photograph? Why?

6. What is different about her photographs, compared to those of other modern
photographers?

Resource List: Photography Books and Videos

Books:
Partridge, Elizabeth (ed.), Dorothea Lanoe: A Visual Life. Washington:
Smithsonian Press, 1994.
Heyman, Ian and Therese Thau, (eds). Dorothea Lanoe: American Photooraphs,
1994.
Vesilind, Priit. National Geooraphic on Assionment. USA. National Geographic
Society, 1997.

Patterson, Freeman. Shadowlioht: A photoorapher's life. Toronto:
Harper Collins, 1996.

Video:

Annie Leibowitz: "Celebrity Photoorapher". Chicago: Home Vision Arts, 1997.
(51 minutes)

Edward J. Steichen. Samsa Films, Simple Productions, 1995. (55 minutes)

Geddes, Carol. Picturing a People. Montreal: National Film Board of Canada,
1997. (50 minutes).

Photography Walk About - Let's Start Shooting!

This exercise allows learners to get some direct hands-on photography experience, and
helps to break up the "sitting" portion of the day.
Have in mind a good nearby location, outdoors or in depending on your area and weather.
Choose a general focus, by group -consensus, to help narrow down the possible subjects
for the shoot. Examples include: Extreme Close Ups, People at Work, Urban
Landscape! Landmarks, Rural Landscape! Landmarks, Kids at Play, Cars, Sky!
Cloud patterns etc. Each student will have a camera, and will load with a 12-photo roll
of film. (If using digital cameras, decide with the group in advance whether you want to
shoot low, mid or high grade images. If the group chooses mid or high grade images,
make sure you have enough memory in the cameras or peripheral storage to save at least
70 shots per student.)
Participate with your students in the composition and focus (close up, mid-ground,
panoramic) of their photographs. This is not a "technical exercise", however, so keep the
activity fun and exploratory.
Have learners keep a written record of their shots in their notebooks, so that they will
remember the subject and location of each photo after developing (especially important
for extreme c1oseups!). A fun idea is to take candid shots of the students as they are at
work on their own photos.
The instructor will take film for developing at an inexpensive film outlet (usually
cheapest at department and grocery stores). These "casual" shots will be kept in student
portfolios and can used throughout the project as a base for written exercises. (If using
digital cameras, have students be responsible for choosing and printing 3 or 4 of their
shots for each shoot, and perhaps choosing, processing/ manipulating and printing their
best shot on photo-quality paper for the student gallery.).

WORD SEARCH
Make a word search to share with a partner using your personal vocabulary list.

1.) Copy 12 vocabulary words here:

2.) Now copy these words into the grid below. When all the words are entered into the
grid, fill the remaining squares with own letters.

3.) When you have finished, trade with a partner!

WEEK TWO: Field Trip(s)

DAY 5:
1) Check In
2) Hand Back Photographs: Story Scenes and Extreme Close-ups:
Note: If using digital cameras, use this time to select, download and print
images at a standard quality (choose 1 close up and 1 story scene image to
print at an advanced photo quality on glossy paper)
a) Discuss, share photos, have each student choose an extreme close up shot
and have rest of group guess what it is.
b) Descriptive Writing: Five-word "poems" to display with story scenes.
Sample: use noun, verb, adverb, adverb, adjective. (Sarah walks wearily,
angrily, alone.)
c) Word-process the poem and display with story scene.
3) Short Break
4) Prepare for Field Trip(s): Questions, Possible Images
a) generate, as a whole group, list of possible questions to ask at field trip,
and types of images to photograph. Have each student write his/her
question on the board/ chart paper.
b) Students write individual field trip plans, generating own questions and/or
copying the group questions into their notebooks.
5) LONG BREAK
6) Web Search:
Use the Web Search ("Wonder. . .Investigate ... ) sheet. *(See Activity
Sheets)
Students each choose a question about photography:
Lighting choices / Composition choices/ Film Speed or Print-out choices
etc. to research. (These categories will vary according to whether you are

using conventional or digital cameras). Let the group choose interest areas.
Write the questions down, and go to it!
Students will briefly present what they have found to the whole group.
(Can do this in partners too).
7) Photo Walk-about: Students can choose to play with one of the technical variables
they have researched on the internet. Location will be chosen as whole
group, but cameras will be loaded with different ISO films, and students
can experiment individually with composition and lighting variables.
Remember to use the *Photo Record Sheets: Activity Sheet).
8) Wrap up and Review plan for Field Trip(s). Ask students to bring in a special or
favourite photograph from home for tomorrow.

DAY 6:
1) Check In: Share favourite personal photographs, and use the content of the
photograph as a writing starter (perhaps write a letter to the person in the
photograph - even if it is the student at an earlier stage of life, - have student write
letter to his/her earlier self)
2) Return Photo Walkabout prints (or download and standard print digital images)
3) Have students explore critiquing their photographs:
1) Each student will choose a photo she/he likes and dislikes
2) Verbally explore why - remind students to use concepts of lighting, composition
and focus when thinking about why one photo is "good" and another one "not as
good".
3) Have students mount their favourite shot, hang in student gallery, and present it to
the group. File remaining shots in portfolio.
4) Group critiques can follow - keep focused on positive feedback
4) Story Sequencing Game. *(See Activity Sheets)
5) Break
6) Photo Walk-About *(See Activity Sheets, Week One)
Choose a new focus, or carry on with composition/ lighting experiments

7) Field Trip planning exercises
1) Suggestions include:
• figure out your route on a city map
• read brochures about the location
• review and finalize the Field Trip Plan
• figure out the total cost of the field trip, for each individual and the whole group
• group contracting re: expectations/behaviour
8) Open Time
1) Students can use final 30 minutes or so to:
• do a photography related Websearch using activity sheet
• look at photo book resources
• complete any unfinished work
• mounting additional photographs and adding to student gallery
• downloading and printing walkabout images (digital cameras!)
9) Wrap-Up

DAY 7:
Field Trip Day: General Schedule
(This is the schedule for our pilot project. Your schedule will vary!)
1)
2)
3)
4)

Meet, Check.In, Get Organized, Travel (1:00-1:30)
Field Visits (1:30-4:45) (MacLaren 1:30-3:00, other 3:15-4:45)
Wrap up on location (4:45-5:00)
Students leave from location

(Instructor will take student films to develop overnight, or will collect the digital
cameras and return to secure location to be printed tomorrow)
DAY 8:
1) Check In
2) Hand back student field trip photos : Discuss/share images
(Digital Cameras: students select and print up to 6 images)
3) Word Process Field Trip Questions and Answers
-students use word processing software to record their questions

and the answers they received on the field trip. Edit and print out
a copy. Use this summary to create the Field Trip project (see below).
4) Break
5) Create a Field Trip Project
-

Students with a career focus can write an advertisement for the Career Service
organization, or to recruit workers for a specific job.
students with an art/self focus write a review of the gallery exhibition, or an
advertisement for the exhibition or gallery
students with a parenting focus can write a short children's story about the
location visited, using photographs as illustrations.

Note: 1) This project may carryover into Day 9 (Week Three)
2) This project can be modified to replace the photo collage in week 3, or shortened
or omitted to fit time constraints
6) Wrap up and Review Contracts/Goals
• signing off and payment of honorarium if applicable

WONDER!

INVESTIGATE!

SEARCH…AND FIND!

Photography Web-Sites:
(check off the website you are using)
www.photostart.com
www.kodak.com/go/betterpictures
www.nationalgeographic.com/photography/index.html

My question/interest:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

The information:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
What next? (Did I get enough
information? Will I look at another
site? What ACTION will I take?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

PHOTOGRAPH RECORD SHEET
Keep track of your interesting shots by recording a BRIEF description of each one here:
Image
#

Description

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Date: ________________________

Story Sequence Game
Cut up each of the story rectangles. Distribute one to each student. Ask students to line up
(in any order) and read out their story segment. Students keep switching places with each
other and re-reading until the story makes sense!
Students can repeat this activity with their own stories written on index cards.

Remarkably, the bus was waiting, just
idling when she ran up to the stop.

Shoot! The digital clock read 8:30 and she
only had 15 minutes to get out the door.

She stretched a bit shivering in the cold air,
and looked at the time.

“You won't be late for work, unless you're
on the early shift. It’s only 6:45, my dear”

“WHAT?” Katherine screeched. “But my
clock said 8:30 when I woke up! How
could ...”

Katherine rolled out of bed.

The bus driver laughed. “Power outage last
night - you must have one of those electric
clock that flashes the time when the power
stopped!”

Katherine was in such a rush that she didn't
notice the time on the old kitchen clock
when she flew out the door.

She had already been late once and knew
that her boss was a one warning kind of
guy.

The bus driver looked surprised to see her,
and said “Hey, what are you rushing for?”

WEEK #3: TELLING YOUR OWN STORY
(Photo Collages Option)

Introduction:
The focus of the third week is CREATING! Some groups of students, and
instructors, prefer a structured focus for visual arts work. This Photo Collage exercise is
included as an option for groups requiring this external structure, during the creative
phase of Week 3.
You do not have to follow all of the photo collage focus! Other groups of
students may have clear ideas already about the photographic work they want to do.
Encourage these students to look at their work to date, to see if any themes are apparent
already. Follow the free-writing exercise, and let students plan the types of images they
want to capture, but don't pre-determine the end result or format. Let this emerge through
the week. Each student will be working independently. However, you can keep your class
time structured by continuing to do the daily check in writing exercise and wrap up, and
by facilitating each student's creative process. Trust your students - in the experience of
our pilot project, the students were very highly motivated to complete individual bodies
of photographic work, and required little intervention to achieve their end results.
When students get creatively "full", or frustrated or overwhelmed by their
process, use this time to work through the grammar exercises *(See Activity Sheets)
included in this package. These exercises can be done as a group, or individually: our
pilot project group completed them either individually or in partners, but took them up as
a whole class. A Scavenger Hunt activity (designed for digital camera use) is also
included to fill down-time with a little photographic fun!

Time Required: 1.5 hours to free-write and plan the story
1 hour to share stories and brainstorm possible images
4 hours to shoot the photographs
2 hours to gather other visual materials from newspapers,
magazines (plus an hour at home to find personal photos)
3 hours to assemble the collage
2 hours to write and edit (on computer) text to accompany the
collage (incl. artist statement)
0.5 hour to mount collages and hang in "student gallery"
TOTAL=

14 to 15 hours (1 hour at home)
(add at least 3 hours to download, process and print digital
photographs

NOTE: 1) Continue with Check-In and Wrap-ups at beginning and end of each day.
Description:
Students will plan and construct photographic collages of images that represent the story
of their lives. These can either be individual collages, which can then be displayed as a
collective statement, or a whole group mural-sized collage. If the project is approached as
a whole group exercise, facilitate group process of dividing project tasks and ensuring
that each student contributes. Collages are to be presented in a gallery showing in the
next week, complete with individual student biography statements and CVs (resumes),
which will be written in Week 4.
Objectives:
Students will learn to:
• think critically and reflectively about their lives
• create a visual statement
• sequence and prioritize written and visual information
• write a CV and artist statement using word-processing software
• appreciate and celebrate own creative output as an effective strategy for self
expression ( gallery showing)
Materials:
•
•
•
•
•

posterboard (individual collages) or large sheets of newsprint (group)
gluesticks, tape, markers, charcoal/pencil, tracing paper, oil pastels etc.
cameras and 35mm film (ISO 25, 100, 200, 400)
newspapers, magazines, other print! image sources, personal photos
digital cameras: Glossy and Matte photo papers, high end regular ink-jet
paper, at least one set of replacement ink cartridges

Process:
1. Free Writing: Consider inviting a Writing Workshop Facilitator ( in our pilot project,
we invited Ed Wildman, a local author and facilitator) into the class to lead this exercise,
and add some "this is REAL writing" flavour to the process.
Ask students: "What is the story that you want to tell about your life as (age)
(gender) living in (location) in (year)? (Note: this question can be varied to more
specifically reflect career exploration and choices, parenting, or other issues like
violence, street-life etc.) Encourage students to think about both events and beliefs/
thoughts about the world and themselves and then to note them point form. Then ask
students to free write for 30 minutes, building on the points they have noted. Instructor
can also write her/his own story. Let students know they

will be sharing what they have written, either by reading their stories or by the visual
collages they create.
2. Share the stories - as instructor, you might want to share your own story first,
if you haven't already done so in introducing the concept in step one. If students aren't
comfortable sharing the whole story, perhaps they could choose one event or belief to tell
instead.
3. Brainstorm, as a group, the kinds of images they can use to tell their stories: types of
photographs, (review composition, lighting, focus as elements of storytelling through
photographs), clips from newspapers or magazines, CD covers, personal writing, old
photographs from home etc.
4. Individually plan the photographs they want to take to form the visual backbone of
their collages on the photo planning sheet (next page).
5. Work as a group, individually, or in partners to take the photographs. Try to set
aside a full day for photographic work.
6. Students collect other material for collages
7. Return developed photographs and begin collage assembly. Discuss linear
composition (placing images in a time-line) vs. free composition (swirls, circles, thematic
grouping etc). Explore ways of manipulating the materials to add textures and layers using tracing paper to obscure images, using paint or charcoal or oil pastel on top of the
images, using text to enhance or contrast an image etc.
8. Mount finished collages on coloured backboard that is 1"-2" larger than collage board.
9. Talk about presenting the work to peers - create supportive! constructive ground rules
with the group. Then orally present/describe the work.
NOTE: Don’t forget to review student contracts at the end of Week 3!

Photography Scavenger Hunt!

To win, you must find all of the things listed below - but instead of actually
collecting them, just take a photograph!
1) Anything that is good for the environment
2) A corporate logo
3) 2 things that are opposites
4) A red Honda and a white Ford
5) Someone doing something nice
6) Something beautiful
7) Something ugly
8) Five things that appeal to the five different senses
9) Something for children
10) Something technologically advanced
11) Something that communicates with other people

Total number of photographs you should have when done = 15

GOOD LUCK!

SENTENCE PRACTICE ON THE INTERNET!

webster.commnet.edu/sensen/part 1

Log on to this site. Choose and click one of options 1, 2, 3 or 6.
Do as much as you understand. Remember to ask for help if you need it - working at your
own speed doesn 't mean working alone.
Print out finished work and put it in your portfolio.

Trick Words:

same sound
different spelling
different meaning
English is not an easy language. Many words have the same sound, but have different
spellings and meanings.

A) List the “trick words” that you already know:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

B) Read each sentence. Choose the correct word and fill in the blank.
1. I ___________ like to work in construction. (wood, would)
2. The frame is the wrong ___________ for the photograph. (size, sighs)
3. Just let me take a ___________ at your negatives. (peek, peak)
4. Steve is pretty ___________ about the exhibition. (tents, tense)
5. Do you have to pay ___________ on snack food? (tacks, tax)
6. The boss just said he was going to have ___________ head! (your, you’re)
7. She doesn’t ___________ any help with her resume yet, (kneed, need, knead)
8. What is the fastest ___________ to get downtown? (route, root).
9. Sarah was able to photograph ___________ on sunlight (raise, rays).
10. I ___________ my brother $10.00 (oh, owe).

CONTRACTIONS #1: “TO BE…”
WILL

AM, ARE, IS

HAVE

I will = I'll
you will = you'll
he will =he'll
she will = she'll
they will = they'll

I am=I'm
you are = you're
he is = he's
she is = she's
they are = they're

I have = I've
you have = you've
he has = he's
she has = she's
they have = they 've

A) Circle the contractions in these sentences. Write the expanded words on the line.
The first one has been done for you:

1 . We’ll download twenty photographs today.

_____we will_______

2. She's opened a new gallery downtown.

__________________

3. She’s opened a new gallery downtown.

__________________

4. Someday I’ll learn to develop film.

__________________

5. They’re glad to work with me.

__________________

6. We’re going to use black frames.

__________________

7. He’s already finished his project.

__________________

8. We’ve each taken 12 photographs outside.

__________________

9. I’ve planned out a very powerful story.

__________________

10. She’s going to show us some portfolios.

__________________

________________________________________________________________________
B) Chooses a “to be” contraction from the list. Wrote a sentence using the contraction:
________________________________________________________________________

“…OR NOT TO BE” CONTRACTIONS # 2
SHOULD NOT = shouldn’t
WILL NOT = won’t
WOULD NOT = wouldn’t

These contractions stay the same for all subjects
(I, you, he, she, we, they).

DO NOT

HAVE NOT

I do not = I don’t
you do not = you don’t
he does not = he doesn’t
she does not = she’s doesn’t
we do not = we don’t
they do not = they don’t

I have not = I haven’t
you have not = you haven’t
he has not = he hasn’t
she has not = she hasn’t
we have not = we haven’t
they have not = they haven’t

Write a short sentence using each contraction:
1) do not: _________________________________________________________
2) have not: _______________________________________________________
3) will not: ________________________________________________________
4) should not: ______________________________________________________
5) would not: ______________________________________________________

Adjective + Preposition Sentence Cards
________________________________________________________________________
Read out the beginning of the sentence and try to find how it ends. The second half
always begins with a preposition. When you are finished, try to find other matches.

1. Don't worry. There's no need to be
afraid
2. I don't want to be late incase my
friends get angry
3. The film was developed well, but
the gallery isn't interested
4. My boss was very impressed
5. I'm glad we took so many shots.
I'm tired
6. I am really interested
7. Steve was very disappointed
8. I'm pretty good
9. We are very satisfied

a) in showing any new work until the
fall
b) of having too few pictures for our
project
c) in finding out more about lighting.
d) at me for not showing up in time.
e) by the amount of time it took to
get his photographs back.
f) at figuring out how to work this
camera!
g) with the way we framed our
photographs.
h)of wrecking the camera, unless you
drop it!
i) by my portfolio, and wants to
promote me!

Adjective + Preposition Follow Up
____________________________________________________________
Complete the sentences below using the following adjective and preposition phrases:
polite to

keen on

frustrated with
wrong with

nice of

satisfied with

interested in
scared of

good at

surprised at

disappointed with

worried about
different from

1. My girlfriend is very __________________ losing her apartment.
2. I’m hoping to find a job at a tattoo store, because I am __________________
drawing.
3. Jeff is __________________ how much he likes photography.

4. There is nothing __________________ Sue’s resume, so she is going to fax it
today.
5. It can be hard to be __________________ customers when they are bring rude.
6. I’m not too __________________ staying in this town, unless I can find a good
job.
7. Don’t bother me, I’m really __________________ the world today.
8. Kelly is in a band, and is __________________ having us over to take some
promo shots.
9. I like photography, but I am sometimes __________________ the way my photos
turn out.
10. Our instructor explained that photographs sometimes turn out quite
_________________ what you are expecting
11. I’m not __________________ my job, so I am going back to school to improve
my computer skills.
12. Thanks a lot. It was very __________________ you to give me a ride downtown
today.

Week 4: Preparing and Mounting the Exhibition

Day 13
1) Check In
2) Discussion and Brainstorm: What is Involved in Mounting an Exhibition?
• application for exhibition space
• artist cv or resume
• selection of work by curator and artist
• mounting work, title work, and preparing labels
• artist statement
• invitation design and printing
(Note: if you will be displaying in a local gallery, consider inviting the curator to
talk about exhibition requirements and help with student selection of work)
3) Sample Artist Exhibition Applications *(See Activity Sheets) students will choose
one application to fill out using the photographs in their porto folios, the student gallery
photos and/or their collages as their body of work.
4) Writing exercise: UNSCRAMBLE a business letter.
*(See Activity Sheets)
• when students have (either as whole group or individually) unscrambled the letter,
look at the structure and components of a business letter.
• Students revise (if necessary) and paste finished sections in correct order.
• remind that this format is used when applying for any job and writing a cover
letter- KEEP THIS as a model to use on Day 14 re: press release
5) Break
6) Selection and Preparation of Work for Exhibition
•
•

students will select a body of work from their portfolios, photographs displayed in
the in-class student gallery, and collages.
all work will be completed and mounted appropriately using backboard

•

and "mattes" (use white or black backboard to cut mattes with rulers and
exacto-knives,
OR prepare according to your curator's instructions if exhibiting in a gallery

6) Artist Statement
• Show examples of artist statements *(See Activity Sheets)
• Students outline artist statement for their work, building on the self-knowledge
and artistic knowledge gained through the project,
• to be finished on day 14.
7) Wrap Up
DAY 14:

1) Check In
2) Finish Artist Statement
• students will word process a one paragraph artist statement about their collages
and other mounted photographs (con't from Day 13)
3) Finish Mounting all Work for Exhibition
• Prepare titles for each photograph! collage and word process/ print
• Mount titles on foam core board, cut to size
• Mount artist statements on foam core board, cut to size
4) BREAK
5) Group Designed Advertisement or Invitation (this activity can be completed on
Day 15 if necessary)
• brainstorm ideas for an advertisement or invitation for the exhibition
• ensure the list includes a title, a list of the artists, time and date of opening, and a
catchy overview of the show
• with a partner, students will create 8.5" x 11" advertisements
• can create on computer or by hand, and involve some visual component
• (either a photograph(s) or drawing(s)).
6) Place ads throughout your location, and:
• if you have the funds, consider placing an ad in the community newspaper
• ask students to post ads in public location in their neighbourhoods
• instructor can fax advertisement/ invitation to opening to area youth service
providers

7) Write a business letter to invite press to the opening
• use the template provided in the UNSCRAMBLE exercise from day 13
• write a business letter as a group to local newspapers, radio stations etc to
describe the project and invite personnel to attend the opening.
• Instructor to fax or email the invite, with student help
8) Wrap Up

DAY 15:
1) Check In
2) Let's Write our own Group Reference Letter!
• this is a great way for students to reflect on what they have accomplished, and to
have their efforts recognized in a letter that can be used during employment
searches or applications to further education programs.
• brainstorm and collectively write the letter
• Students can word process and print their personalized versions
• instructor will sign the finished letter
• A sample reference letter from the pilot project is in the Activity Sheets.
3) BREAK
4) Plan and divide preparation tasks for the Exhibition Opening and graduation
ceremonies.
5) Individual meeting with the instructor and/or counsellor while rest of group is
working
on the Opening/ Graduation
• use these meetings to provide individualized referrals to other social service
organizations, education! training programs, and to review goals set during the
first week.
6) BREAK
7) Resume Writing
• if students already have a resume on disk, have them bring it in and revise to
include the project
• if students do not have a resume, show samples, talk about the basics of resume
writing, outline and word process a resume including the project (See Resource
List for Resume Writing Guides).

DAY 16: Exhibition Opening and Graduation!!
1) Check In and Closure Exercise
• do check in verbally today.
• Invite students to share their favourite and worst moments/ activities during the
project.
• Ask them to reflect on which activities were most meaningful and why
• Encourage exchange of contact information for each student (ie email, phone #).
• Complete Evaluation Survey (See Activity Sheets).
2) Set up food, music, lights etc. for the opening of the exhibition
• As per student plans, Day 15
4) Graduation Ceremony and Opening
• follow student plans for these two events (written on Day 15)
• hand out reference sheets, certificate of completion and final payments
• take a group photograph, arrange to make copies and send to students
Note: If you have the graduation ceremony and opening of the exhibit in the
evening, consider using the last half of Day 16 to do some last fun photo taking either with project cameras, or on disposable cameras that students can take with
them. You can also use this time to clean up the class space, download and save
computer files to disk, etc.

ART ACQUISITION THROUGH SLIDE SUBMISSION
Deadline for Submission
April 1 (Only artists not represented in the AFA Collection are eligible to
submit.)
October 1
Artist Information
Name of Artist: ________________________________________________________
Address: _____________ City: _______________Postal Code: __________________
Telephone: (Bus) _____________ (Res) _____________ Fax: _____________
Place of Birth: city______ province_____ country _____ Date of Birth: _mm dd yy_
Most recent post-secondary education in art (NA if not applicable):
_____________________________________________________________________
Duration of attendance: ________________ Completion date: __mm__dd___yy___

Artist's statement enclosed
Resume enclosed
Represented in AFA Art Collection
Artist Agreement
I acknowledge and agree that the program guidelines form part of this application. I
have reviewed the application and accompanying documents, and to the best of my
knowledge and belief, the information contained herein is true and· complete in every
aspect. I consent to the disclosure of the personal-information contained in this
application to individuals and organizations involved in researching the arts, to
individuals and organizations involved in the promotion of the arts and for uses which
are consistent with these two purposes.
______________________________________
Signature
____________________
______________________________________
Date
Name (type or print)
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS IF SUBMITTING ON BEHALF
OF THE ABOVE NAMED ARTIST
Name of person/gallery submitting
application______________________________________________________
Contact: ________________________
Title: ______________________
Address: ______________ City: ______________ Postal Code: ___________
Telephone: (Bus) _____________ Res: ______________ Fax:_____________
Artist’s authorization of submission by a commercial gallery/agent:
"I, _________ understand that only one submission will be accepted per artist. I
hereby
Authorize_________________________________________ to submit on my behalf."
Artist’s signature
___________________________

Date
__________________________

PLEASE COMPLETE REMAINDER OF APPLICATION ON THE NEXT
PAGE

NUMBER OF SLIDES SUBMITTED FOR CONSIDERATION (max. 5)

Title/Description
SLIDE 1.
Date of work (mm/yy) Edition #

Size (Imperial)
H’ x W’ x D’
Sculpture Fibre Ceramics Drawing

Category (circle) Painting
Printmaking Photography
Medium(eg. Oil, acrylic, steel, wood, wool, etc.)
Support (e.g. canvas, paper etc.)
Price

Title/Description
SLIDE 2.
Date of work (mm/yy) Edition #

Size (Imperial)
H’ x W’ x D’
Sculpture Fibre Ceramics Drawing

Category (circle) Painting
Printmaking Photography
Medium(eg. Oil, acrylic, steel, wood, wool, etc.)
Support (e.g. canvas, paper etc.)
Price

Title/Description
SLIDE 3.
Date of work (mm/yy) Edition #

Size (Imperial)
H’ x W’ x D’
Sculpture Fibre Ceramics Drawing

Category (circle) Painting
Printmaking Photography
Medium(eg. Oil, acrylic, steel, wood, wool, etc.)
Support (e.g. canvas, paper etc.)
Price

Title/Description
SLIDE 4.
Date of work (mm/yy) Edition #

Size (Imperial)
H’ x W’ x D’
Sculpture Fibre Ceramics Drawing

Category (circle) Painting
Printmaking Photography
Medium(eg. Oil, acrylic, steel, wood, wool, etc.)
Support (e.g. canvas, paper etc.)
Price

SLIDE 5.
Date of work (mm/yy)

Title/Description
Edition #

Size (Imperial)
H’ x W’ x D’
Painting Sculpture Fibre Ceramics Drawing Printmaking

Category (circle)
Photography
Medium(eg. Oil, acrylic, steel, wood, wool, etc.)
Support (e.g. canvas, paper etc.)

Price

Art Sale and Exhibition Application Form
(Please print)
Name ____________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Postal Code _______________________________________________
Telephone (
Fax (

)_________________________________________
)______________________________________________

E-mail ___________________________________________________
GST # (if applicable) ________________________________________
Signature __________________________________________________

Enclosed:
•
•

A one-page resume
Three photos (4"x 6" or larger) of original, recent works:

Title ________________ Size/Description _______________________

Title ________________ Size/Description _______________________

Title ________________ Size/Description _______________________
•

Stamped, self-addressed envelope if you wish your photos returned

Business Letter

UNSCRAMBLE!

Cut up each rectangle of this business letter. Re-arrange it until it seems
correct. Compare your letter with others in your group. When you are
satisfied with the letter, paste it in the correct order. Save it as an example for
the future!
Jason Schalik

My work can be viewed as a
website portfolio, at
www.schalik.com.
The photographs are either black
and white or sepia toned.
I am submitting my application to
be considered for the Spring
Exhibition at the 201 Gallery.
All of the photographs are shot
with a digital camera, at a
resolution of 300 dpi.
If you have any further questions,
please don't hesitate to contact me
at (705) 333-8765.
Although I know that the 201
Gallery has not yet had a showing
of digital photography, I think my
work will be a perfect first
example.
I look forward to speaking with
you in the next few weeks.

To date, my work has been shown at
the Level Gallery (Collingwood), the
Nexus Gallery (Toronto), and at the
Outdoor Art Exhibition (Toronto).
April 9, 2002

Jason Schalik
124 Somewhere Road Barrie, Ontario
L4M 2Z9
Julie Ashcroft, Curator
201 Gallery
201 Back Lane Way Barrie, Ontario
L5S 3G5
You will notice that the composition of
my work focuses on line, texture and
shadows.
Sincerely,

The gritty urban scenes in this
collection of work will suit your
downtown location.

Dear Ms. Ashcroft:

Instructions
ARTIST STATEMENT SHEET:
A good artist statement talks about who you are, what is unique about
your work, and why you do what you do. Make it fun and creative. Your
Artist Statement Sheet should be easy to read and understand. It should
contain information about who you are, what you are photographing, and
feature some important highlights of your photographic history.
Think of your Artist Statement Sheet as a sales aid. Someone may be
thinking about purchasing one of your photographs, you must convince
them that this is a good idea and that you are a serious artist worthy of
being collected. Your Artist Statement Sheet will help someone to
understand your work, and the information it provides will make potential
buyers feel more comfortable talking about your work. The more
someone knows about you and your photographs, the easier it is for that
person to purchase your work. Educating your buying public will help to
create new sales.
For some artists, especially those new to the field, the artist statement
sheet may take the place of a full artist resume.
It is best to keep your artist information sheet to one page in length; if
you need to elaborate, do so on your full artist resume.
Your artist support materials are handouts. Give them away whenever
you are presenting your photographs. They are especially useful to first
time viewer

Artist Statement Samples:

1. Some feel that when their photograph is taken, their soul is
captured. I prefer to believe that the" soul of the moment" has been
captured -that instant in time that the photographer has seen and felt
-- "I must take this". No poses, no props, no pretending, only the raw
natural material. What 1 refer to as "people within their natural
environment". It is not easy, sometimes the light is not good enough,
or from the right direction, or I can't get close enough, or the
background isn't right, but then, 1 didn't chose where the person was
going to be when 1 saw that moment in time, that said to me -- "take
this".
Gord Anderson – Freedom Photography

2. My work is centered around the experience of being in the city. There
is no particular aspect of the city that I concentrate on. The people and the
urban landscape are equally of interest to me.
Seeing and being aware of one's surroundings is the underlying focus of
my photographs. I find cities, particularly Seattle, to be of unending
interest, with more human warmth, humor and life than is typically
associated with them.
I use a Fuji panorama camera which has the capability of producing
images that can be very large and sharp.
Cibachrome is the printing process I use for my work. This particular
method of printing can produce very vivid colors. Both the camera and
the printing process allow me to more fully capture the feeling and
essence of how I experience the city.
Stephen Reip

00000

3. My photographs are constructed miniature scenes that explore woman's
identity. I am interested in questioning our cultural and religious notions
about femininity. I occasionally find inspiration in literature.
By creating pictures of reality that are not quite real, I hope to inspire the
viewer to question our traditional visions of woman.
Pamela Hobbs
4. There is a bond of trust that is established between me and the
person I am photographing, before the picture is taken. This is a
moment that is dear to me.
For me, photography is a door that lets me go towards other people,
other places, 'elsewhere', the unfamiliar, towards all that is unknown
to me.
Karim Rholem

Evaluation Survey: Youth Photography and Upgrading
Pilot Project
This survey is anonymous – please take your time and be very honest!
For each 1 to 5 rating, 1 is very dissatisfied, 5 is very satisfied.
1. Rate your satisfaction with the learning environments you have previously
experienced.
High School

1

2

3

4

5

Upgrading

1 2 3 4 5

Drivers Ed

1

2

3

4

5

Work training

1

2

3

4

5

2. Rate your satisfaction with your learning experience in this pilot project:
How would you change the environment or teaching to make it better?

3. What did you like about this project’s environment/teachers
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
4. What didn’t you like about this project’s environment/teachers
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

5. How would you change the environment for teaching to make it better?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

CONTENT
6. Rate your satisfaction with the learning materials in this pilot project:
(least) 1 2 3 4 5 (most)

7. Circle the skills you have practiced during this pilot project:
writing

reading

mathematics

computers

photography

co-operation

time management

commitment

self-knowledge

awareness of other learning programs
8. Which of these skills has improved the most? List the top three:
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

9. Look through your portfolios. List the title of two work sheets you
liked: ________________________________________________________
didn’t like _____________________________________________________

10. Which project activity did you enjoy the most?
_________________________________________________________________

11. Which project activity did you enjoy the least?
__________________________________________________________________

12. Rank the following according to how much each motivated you (1 is most
important, 9 is least important):
___ skills upgrading
___ something to do
___ something to learn
___ interesting activity (photography)
___ exhibition of work at the MacLaren
___ payment of honorarium
___ reference letter
___ certificate
___ alternative learning environment

12. If this project gave you a high-school equivalency credit , would you have
felt:
(circle one)
More motivated

neutral

less motivated

13. As a result of being in this project, are you: (circle one)
more likely to do upgrading
neutral (the project hasn’t influenced you either way)
less likely to do upgrading

13. Overall satisfaction with the photography project:
(least) 1

2

3

4

5 (most)

Comments:
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
Thanks!

Resources for Youth

The Photography Project
Funded by Human Resources and Development: Canada

April 12, 2002
To Whom It May Concern:
This letter of reference is written for Kevin Revelle, to attest to his excellent
performance while involved in The Photography Project, held at the Barrie learning
Centre from March 18 to April 11, 2002. Kevin's technical knowledge and· expertise
allowed him to quickly master skills involved in digital photography. His ability to
trouble shoot and problem solve when the project encountered technical and computer
problems was immensely valued by all members of the group and the project
instructors. He often assumed a leadership role within the group for technical support
issues, and was patient and respectful of his peers.
Kevin was actively involved in the production and design of work for exhibit at the
MacLaren Art Centre, showing from April 12 to May 26, 2002. The excellence of his
photographic art and his commitment to the individual and group goals of the project
has helped to ensure its success.
Kevin showed a great deal of respect for the valuable digital cameras, and
demonstrated responsibility, reliability, and maturity daily. We recommend him to
you highly.
If you have any questions regarding Kevin's performance, please contact the
undersigned.

Sincerely,

Carole Wright, Instrutor

Christine Maclean, Project Co-ordinator
(705) 725-8360 ex.335

Resource List: Photography Books and Videos

Books:
Partridge, Elizabeth (ed.), Dorothea Lange: A Visual Life. Washington:
Smithsonian Press, 1994.
Heyman, Ian and Therese Thau, (eds). Dorothea Lange: American Photographs, 1994.
Hockney, David. Cameraworks. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1984. (excellent resource for
showing students the possibilities in photo-collage work.)
Patterson, Freeman. Shadowlight: A photographer's life. Toronto:
Harper Collins, 1996.
Sadun, Erica. Digital Photography: I Didn't Know You Could Do That...
San Fransisco: Sybex Inc., 2001.
Vesilind, Priit. National Geographic on Assignment. USA. National Geographic Society,
1997.

Video:
Annie Leibowitz: "Celebrity Photographer". Chicago: Home Vision Arts, 1997. (51 minutes)
Edward J. Steichen. Samsa Films, Simple Productions, 1995. (55 minutes)
Geddes, Carol. Picturing a People. Montreal: National Film Board of Canada, 1997. (SO
minutes).

Project Materials List
Conventional Cameras:
•

Two rolls (12 shots) each ISO 100, 200 and 400 film per student (OR disposable
cameras if taking very basic shots).

•

At least 1 camera per 2 students

Digital Cameras:
•

Colour Ink Jet printer with a minimum print resolution of 720 dpi

•

At least 1 extra ink cartridge

•

High quality regular ink jet paper (50 sheets)

•

Matte or Glossy photo quality ink jet paper (at least 5 sheets per student)

•

3 ½” diskettes: 2 per student OR 1 zip disk per student

•

At least 1 camera per 2 students

•

(See technical requirements sheet (Section 3) for further information)

General Materials:
•

Old magazines, newspapers etc. for collage work

•

All photographic props: lights, sheets, backdrops, other props

•

10-20 sheets black bristol board (portfolios and backing sheets for student gallery)

•

Glue sticks, rulers (ideally, Tsquare for exact corners!) and exacto knives

•

Pencils, pens, journals

•

Photography books of your choice (see Resources list for suggestions)

•

Photography videos of your choice ( “

•

THIS PACKAGE!

”

“

” “

”)

APPENDIX A: Youth Focus Group Advertisement

16 to 24? … Out of School? … Out of Work?
TALK ABOUT

• JOBS
• LEARNING
• WHAT YOU
LIKE…AND
• WHAT TICKS YOU OFF!
• WHAT YOU WANT

$30.00
YOU GET PAID
give your ideas
tell what you think

… and free food too!

Where??
When??

Call Christine to sign up: 725-8360 ex. 335
(project co-ordinator, Resources for Youth)

Appendix C
The Photography Project
Photographic Consent Form:

This consent form allows __________________________ to take my
photograph to be possibly used in an exhibition at the
_________________ from _______________ to _________________.

This photograph will only be used for the purpose of this exhibition, and
will not appear elsewhere without my further written permission.

Signature of subject: __________________________
Contact Number (optional): ____________________
Date: _______________________________________

The Photography Project

__6 to 24? Out of Work and School? Need to Upgrade?__
We Need You!
We need you for a pilot project
being held in Barrie from:
Monday March 18 to
Friday April 12
(1 to 5 PM, Monday-Thursday)
o use DIGITAL cameras
o upgrade COMPUTER skills
o improve WRITING skills
o get paid $200.00
o graduate with CERTIFICATE and
REFERENCE LETTER
o show YOUR ART at the MACLAREN ART
CENTRE

Build your skills. Make some cash. Create something that matters.

725-8360 ext. 335
Call the Project Co-coordinator by March 15
to sign up for this amazing opportunity

The Photography Project

__6 to 24? Out of Work and School? Need to Upgrade?__
We Need You!
We need you for a great new
program being held at:
from:
o learn PHOTOGRAPHY
o upgrade COMPUTER skills
o improve WRITING skills
o learn something interesting
o graduate with CERTIFICATE and
REFERENCE LETTER
o show YOUR ART at an exhibition at:

Build your skills. Complete a program. Create something that matters.

Call the Project Co-coordinator at:
to sign up for this amazing opportunity!

